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Abstract 

The main mathematical objects in this thesis are locally compact quantum groups. 

Our approach to quantum groups is through an abstract harmonic analysis viewpoint. 

The starting point for the first part is the representation theory for these objects, 

developed in [23]. We show that "quantum point-masses" can be identified with the 

intrinsic group of the dual G. We thus assign, to each locally compact quantum 

group G, a locally compact group G, which is an invariant for the latter. This 

assignment preserves compactness as well as discreteness (hence also finiteness), and, 

for large classes of quantum groups, amenability. We calculate this invariant for some 

of the most well-known examples of non-classical quantum groups. In particular, for 

Woronowicz's compact matrix pseudogroups, we always obtain a compact Lie group 

- which in the case of SUq(2) is T. 

Conversely, we show that several structural properties of G are encoded by G: the 

latter, despite being a simpler object, can carry very important information about G. 

We also derive a Heisenberg-type commutation relation for locally compact quan

tum groups, in terms of their associated groups. Using this relation, we define a new 

invariant for locally compact quantum groups which is a subgroup of T. 

The second part of the thesis is devoted to the study of various convolution-

type algebras associated with a locally compact quantum group. The intersection 

point of the two parts of thesis, is the representation theory of [23]. Using the tools 
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provided in the latter, we generalize many results known in the classical situation 

to the quantum setting. As we shall see, the duality endows the space of trace 

class operators over a quantum group with two products which are operator versions 

of convolution and pointwise multiplication, respectively; this was first defined and 

studied, in the classical setting, in [30]. We investigate the relation between these 

two products, and derive a formula linking them. 

Furthermore, we define some canonical module structures on these convolution al

gebras, and prove that certain topological properties of a quantum group, correspond 

to cohomologicai properties of these modules. 
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Chapter 0 

Introduction 

Locally compact quantum groups, as introduced and studied by Kustermans-Vaes in 

[25], provide a category which comprises both classical group algebras and group-like 

objects arising in mathematical physics such as Woronowicz's famous quantum group 

SUM). 

The mathematical objects with which we are mainly concerned, are locally com

pact quantum groups. Therefore, after presenting some preliminaries (Chapter 1), we 

shall devote a whole chapter (Chapter 2) to an introduction to the theory of locally 

compact quantum groups, in the sense of Kustermans and Vaes [25]. 

In these two chapters, which provide the background for the thesis work, we shall 

point the reader to the relevant literature without always giving the precise references 

of the results stated. 

Chapter 3 - From Quantum Groups to Groups - is motivated by the recent work 

of Junge, Neufang and Ruan [23]; this paper investigates the quantum group analogue 

of the class of completely bounded multiplier algebras which play an important role 

in Fourier analysis over groups, by means of a representation theorem. The latter 
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result enables the authors to express quantum group duality precisely in terms of a 

commutation relation. When G = L°°(G) for a locally compact group G, then the 

algebra of completely bounded multipliers defined in [23] is the measure algebra of 

the group G. 

In [53] Wendel proved that for a locally compact group G, every positive isometric 

linear (left or right) L1(G)-module map on Ll(G), i.e., every positive isometric (right 

or left) multiplier, has to be the convolution by a point-mass. Moreover, the set of 

point-masses regarded as maps on Ll(G) with the strong operator (i.e., the point-

norm) topology is homeomorphic to the group G. In other words, he showed how a 

locally compact group can be recovered from its measure algebra. 

Using the representation theory developed in [23], one can define a quantum ver

sion of positive isometric multipliers on the L1-algebra of a group, but taking the 

operator space structure into account as well. 

Following this path, in Chapter 3 we start with assigning to each locally compact 

quantum group G, a locally compact group G that is an invariant for the latter; 

this assignment preserves compactness as well as discreteness (hence also finiteness), 

and, for large classes of quantum groups, amenability. Combining our construction 

with the above-mentioned commutation result, we can further assign, to each locally 

compact quantum group, a certain subgroup of the circle group that forms a numerical 

invariant generalizing Heisenberg's bi-characters. 

We first prove some basic properties of this group before arriving at one of our 

main results, Theorem 3.2.14, establishing identifications between several different 

locally compact groups which can be assigned to a locally compact quantum group, 

including the intrinsic group of the dual quantum group. In the following sections, 

we calculate this associated group for some well-known examples of locally compact 

quantum groups. For Woronowicz's class of compact matrix pseudogroups, we always 
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obtain a compact Lie group - which in the case of S77M(2) is precisely the circle group. 

In the last section of this chapter, we present various applications of studying 

this group. In particular, we show that for a large class of locally compact quantum 

groups, the associated locally compact group cannot be "small", and in fact, the 

smallness of the latter forces the former to be of a very specific type. We also see 

that this group carries some natural properties inherited from the locally compact 

quantum group, which shows that this assignment is natural. 

The second part of our original contributions in this thesis is included in Chapter 

4: Convolution Algebras over Locally Compact Quantum Groups. This is motivated 

by the earlier works of Neufang [30], Pirkovskii [34], and Neufang, Ruan and Spronk 

[31]. In [30] Neufang defined a new product on T(L2(G)), the set of trace class 

operators on L2(G), for a locally compact group G. While the usual composition 

of operators can be regarded as the non-commutative counterpart of the pointwise 

product in L°°(G), this new product can be viewed as a non-commutative version of 

the convolution product in Ll{G). Also, in [30] Neufang studied various properties 

of the Banach algebra T(L2(G)) endowed with this product. 

In [34] Pirkovskii investigated this Banach algebra from a (co)homological point 

of view. He showed that some of the most important properties of a locally compact 

group G, such as amenability, compactness or discreteness, are equivalent to some 

(co)homological properties of the Banach algebra T(L2(G)). 

In [31] Neufang, Ruan and Spronk established the dual version of part of Neufang's 

work, using a similar procedure as in [30], but with the Fourier algebra A(G) instead 

of Ll(G). The corresponding dual product on T(L2(G)) was investigated by Neufang 

and Runde in [32]. There is an elegant way of expressing these products by using the 

so-called fundamental unitaries of locally compact quantum groups. Junge, Neufang 
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and Ruan used this idea to unify parts of the earlier works [30] and [31] in the setting 

of locally compact quantum groups [23]. 

In Chapter 4 we study these Banach algebra structures in the context of general 

locally compact quantum groups G. After deriving some of the basic properties of 

these algebras, we investigate the relation between the (co)homological properties of 

T(-L2(G)) endowed with these new products, and properties of G. In particular, we 

generalize some of the results proved in [34] to the case of locally compact quantum 

groups. 

All results presented in Chapters 3 and 4, unless otherwise stated, are original 

work obtained in this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

The name locally compact quantum groups indicates that these objects are carrying 

three specific mathematical structures: topological structure, group structure and 

quantum (non-commutative) structure; by the latter one in general means a specific 

algebra of operators on some Hilbert space. 

So in order to get into the theory of locally compact quantum groups, we first need to 

have a brief introduction to the theories of topological groups and operator algebras. 

1.1 Topological Groups 

Among the most basic groups are the integers Z, the unit circle T, and the real 

numbers R, which all also have natural topological structures. With this topology, the 

group operations are continuous. In other words these basic operations are compatible 

with the topology. 

These groups also possess a natural measure theoretic structure given by Lebesgue 

measure, which is from the analytical point of view as important as their topological 

structures. 
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Definition 1.1.1. A topological group is a group equipped with a topology such that 

the group operations and the topology are compatible. That is, the maps 

G x G -> G, (g,h) n> gh and G -> G, g •->• g~l 

are continuous. If the topology on G is a locally compact Hausdorff topology (so that 

there is a neighborhood base for the identity element consisting of compact sets), then 

G is called a locally compact group. 

It is well known that Lebesgue measure is (up to a positive scalar multiple) the only 

positive Radon measure on Z, T, respectively R, which is invariant under translation. 

Definition 1.1.2. Let G be a locally compact group. A positive Radon measure m 

on G is called a left/right Haar measure if it is left/right invariant, that is m(gE) = 

m(E), respectively, m(Eg) = m(E) for each g in G and for every Borel set E in G. 

Theorem 1.1.1. Every locally compact group has a left/right Haar measure that is 

unique up to a positive scalar multiple. 

D 

Let G be a locally compact group. L°°(G) will denote the algebra of all essentially 

bounded complex valued Borel measurable functions on G. The group algebra L1(G) 

is the set of all integrable functions on G. M(G), the measure algebra, will denote 

the space of all complex (finite) Radon measures on G, and CQ{G) will denote the 

space of (complex valued) continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity. 

The Riesz representation theorem says that M(G) can be identified with the dual 

space of CQ{G). The duality is given explicitly as follows: 

(fi, f) := / f{x)dii{x) {fi £ M(G), f £ C0(G)). 
JG 
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One also can show that L°°{G) can be identified with the dual space of Ll(G). The 

duality in this case is also given by the integral 

(h, f) := / f(x)h(x)dx (h EL°°(G)JE L^G)). 

Here and in the following we will denote by J... dx, integration with respect to the 

left Haar measure. 

Let L2(G) denote the Hilbert space of all square integrable functions on G. The left 

regular representation A ; G —> B(L2(G)) is defined as: 

A„(0(r) = eOT1*-) g,reG, £e B(L\G)). 

Similarly the right regular representation is defined as: 

Pg(£)(r) = £{rg) gtr € G , £ e B(L2(G)). 

A bounded linear functional, m : L°°(G) —> C, is called a left invariant mean if 

||m|| = (l,m) = 1, 

and we have: 

{Lgf,m) = (f,m) (geGJeL°»(G)), 

where for a function / : G —>• C, we define its left translate Lgf by g E G through 

(Lgf)(h):=f(gh) (hEG). 

A locally compact group G is called amenable if there is a left invariant mean on 
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L°°(G). 

All finite, abelian, and compact groups are amenable; however, the free group on 

two generators is not. 

As we mentioned earlier, locally compact groups form a framework generalizing 

the common structure of Z, T, and R. 

Fourier analysis is, without doubt, one of the most important and useful theories 

in classical analysis. The power of this theory in applications in many different areas 

of science, would definitely suggest that a generalization to the case of locally compact 

groups is of great importance. Indeed this is true, and in the case of locally compact 

abelian groups the generalization is quite direct. 

Let G be a locally compact group. Define 

G : = { 7 : G - ^ - T | 7 i s a continuous homomorphism } 

Theorem 1.1.2. (Pontryagin) Let G be an abelian locally compact group. Then G 

with the compact-open topology becomes an abelian locally compact group, called the 

dual of G, and we have a canonical isomorphism 

G ^ G. 

• 

Using the dual of a group we can now define the Fourier transform J-(f) : G —>• C 
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of an integrable function / on an abelian group G in the following way: 

Hf)(l) = [ f{r)l{r)dr. 
JG 

1.2 Banach Algebras 

The theory of Abstract Harmonic Analysis mostly deals with algebras associated to 

a locally compact group; some of the most important ones we have introduced in the 

previous section. But these algebras have also very a nice topological structure. 

Definition 1.2.1. An algebra A, which at the same time is also a Banach space, is 

called a Banach algebra if 

\\ab\\ < \\a\\ \\b\\ 

for all a, b in A. A is called unital if there exist an element e € A such that: 

ae = ea = a 

for all a <E A. 

For any Banach space X, we denote by X\ its closed unit ball. In the framework 

of the algebra-topology correspondence, about which we shall talk more later, unital 

algebras correspond to compact spaces. But since we mostly work in the locally 

compact setting, we need a definition for approximately unital algebras. 

Definition 1.2.2. Let Abe a Banach algebra. A bounded net (ma)a in A is called a 

bounded approximate identity if it satisfies the following property: 

lim maa = lim ama = a (a & A). 
a a 
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Example 1.2.1. If G is a locally compact group, then CQ{G) and L°°(G) become 

commutative Banach algebras with pomtwise multiplication and equipped with the sup 

norm and the essential sup norm, respectively. The measure algebra and the group 

algebra become Banach algebras through the convolution product defined by: 

(fx *u,f):= f I f(xy)dfx(x)du(y) (//, v E M(G), f E C0(G)), 
JGJG 

f * 9(r) := f f(s)g(s-1r)ds (/, g E L\G),r E G). 

JG 

Note that the group algebra Ll{G) can be viewed as a closed ideal of the measure 

algebra M(G) by the map T : Ll{G) -> M(G) where 

(T(f).g) = / g(x)f(x)dx (f E l}(G),gE C0(G)). 
JG 

• 

Many of the algebras with which we will work in this thesis, also carry some 

canonical module structures, and in some cases we are especially interested in these 

module structures. But again these are more than just algebraic. In fact, they need 

to be compatible with the topological structure of these algebras. 

Definition 1.2.3. Let A be a Banach algebra. A Banach space X which is also a 

left A-module, is called a left Banach ^.-module if there is C > 0 such that 

\\a.x\\ < C\\a\\ \\x\\ (a E A, x E X). 

We similarly define right Banach A-modules. Banach A-bimodules are defined 

as left and right *4-modules, such that both actions are compatible. Clearly, every 

Banach algebra is a Banach bimodule over itself (with C — 1). 
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Generally, the first step of the usual procedure of passing from the classical setting 

to the quantum one is to translate the properties of an object in the language of its 

function algebras. 

In our case, since the product of a locally compact group G is a function from G x G 

into G, its counterpart, for example in the I/°°-setting, is a map from L°°(G) into 

L°°{G x G). 

But in order to stay within the proper framework, we need to express L°°(G x G) 

in terms of function algebras of G itself. This is being done by using the topological 

versions of the tensor product. 

Suppose that X and Y are Banach spaces. Then for u £ X ® Y we define: 

m m 

\\u\\ := inf {X^IKIIIMI : u = YlXk®Vk]- (L1) 
k=l k=l 

Then the formula 1.1 defines a norm on X <g> Y, and the completion of X ® Y with 

respect to this norm is called the projective tensor product of the Banach spaces X 

and Y, denoted by X®^Y. 

An involution on a Banach algebra A is a conjugate linear isometry * : A —> A 

such that for all a, b G A: 

• (a*)* = a 

• (ab)* = b*a*. 

Definition 1.2.4. A Banach algebra A with involution that satisfies \\a*a\\ = ||a||2,Va G 

A, is called a C*-algebra. 
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Theorem 1.2.1 (GNS-construction). Let A be a C*-algebra. Then there exists a 

Hilbert space H and an isometric *-isomorphism IT : A —>• B(H). • 

Let if be a Hilbert space. Define 

T(H) :={xe B{H) : tr(\x\) < oo}; 

then T(H), endowed with the norm ||x|| = tr(|x|), becomes a Banach space, whose 

elements are called trace class operators. Moreover we have: 

B(H) = T(H)*. 

We define the following topologies on B(H): 

1. xa —>• 0 (weakly) if and only if (xa£, rj) —> 0 for all £,r) E H; 

2. xa —> 0 (strongly) if and only if ||.x-Q£|| —> 0, for all £ G H; 

3. x a —> 0 (weak* or cr-weakly) if and only if xa —>• 0 in a(B(H), T(H)); 

4. a:a —)• 0 (cr-strongly) if and only if E i iFa&ll —>• 0, for all (£j) C / / , with 

EJl6H2<oo; 

5. xa -> 0 (a-strongly*) if and only if ]T\(||xa&|| + ||a£&||) -»• 0 for all (&) C # , 

withEill6H2<oo. 

1.3 Operator Spaces 

The theory of operator spaces which was mainly developed, independently by Effros-

Ruan and Blecher-Paulsen, can be regarded as non-commutative functional analysis. 
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Activity in this area is described, e.g., in the recent monographs [12], [5], [33], [37]. 

The beautiful work of Ruan in [39] was in fact a break through in classical abstract 

harmonic analysis. It showed in a sense that the algebras associated to a locally 

compact group should really be considered with their operator space structures in 

order to capture some of the most important properties of the group. This section 

is devoted to a brief introduction to the theory of operator spaces. For more on this 

theory we refer the reader to [12]. 

If X is a linear space, then for each m, n G N, Mm^n(X) will denote the space of 

all mxn matrices with entries in X. If m = n, then Mm>n(X) will be denoted by 

Mn(X), in particular, Mn = Mn(C) will denote the space of all scalar nx n matrices. 

Let X be a linear space with a norm || • ||„ on Mn(X), for each n G N, such that 

= max{||x||n, \\y\\m} (n, m e N, x G Mn(X), y G Mm(X)) (R 1) 

n+m 

X 

0 

0 

y 

and 

\\axp\\n < | |a|| | |x||n | |^|| (n G N, x G Mn(X), a,PeMn~ B{l2
n)). (R 2) 

Then (|| • ||n)neN is called a matricial norm for X. Moreover, if each || • ||n is complete, 

then X is called an abstract operator space. 

A linear operator T : X —> Y between two abstract operator spaces X and Y 

induces a linear operator 

r ( n ) : Mn(X) -» Mn(Y), (xitj) H- (T(XiJ)) 

for each n G N. 
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Definition 1.3.1. Let X andY be two abstract operator spaces, and letT G B(X,Y). 

Then: 

• T is completely bounded if 

\\T\\ch := sup{ \\T{n)\\B{Mn{x)Mn{Y)) : n G N } < oo; 

» T is a complete contraction if ||T||cb < 1; 

• T is a complete isometry ifT^ is an isometry for each n G N. 

T/ie set of completely bounded operators from X to Y is denoted by CB(X, Y). 

Let X and Y be two operator spaces, and let X <g> Y denote their algebraic tensor 

product For each n G N, given an element u in Mn(X ®Y), we define 

jjdj :=inf {l|a||||a;||||2/||||/3|| : u = a{x®y)(5) (1.2) 

where the infimum is taken over all possible decompositions where a G Mn>pqj j3 G 

^ W - , 3' G MP(X) and y € Mq(Y), with p, <? G N arbitrary. 

Then the formula 1.2 defines a matricial norm on X(&Y, and the completion of X®Y, 

with respect to this norm is called the projective tensor product of the operator spaces 

X and Y, and is denoted by X®Y. For more information on the tensor products of 

operator spaces, we refer the reader to [12]. 

1.4 von Neumann Algebras 

By Theorem 1.1.1, every locally compact group has a distinguished measure, called 

the (left) Haar measure. This measure is compatible with both the algebraic and the 
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topological structure of the group. In fact, having such a measure is the main advan

tage of locally compact groups over non locally compact ones. Also, in applications 

this measure proves to be the most crucial object associated to a locally compact 

group. 

Hence, with any kind of non-commutative locally compact group theory, there should 

be attached a non-commutative measure theory. Of course, the best candidate for 

such a theory would be von Neumann algebra theory. 

Definition 1.4.1. A unital C*-subalgebra of 13(H) which is weakly closed is called a 

von Neumann algebra. 

For a subset X C 13(H), we denote by X' the commutant of X. 

A very famous result of von Neumann states the following: 

Theorem 1.4.1. Let M be a unital C*-subalgebra of B(H). Then M is a von Neu

mann algebra if and only if M = M". 

U 

When X is a a-finite measure space with measure /i, the space Lco(X.jji) of all 

essentially bounded measurable functions on X acting by multiplication on the Hilbert 

space of square /x-integrable functions becomes a commutative von Neumann algebra. 

Conversely any commutative von Neumann algebra is of the form L°°(X, /i), for a 

suitable measure space (X, JJL). 

As one can guess from the definitions, in contrast to C*-algebras, the main topolo

gies of a von Neumann algebra are weaker than the operator norm topology. Therefore 

the most interesting objects in this theory are those compatible with weak topologies. 

Definition 1.4.2. Let cj> be a bounded linear functional on a von Neumann algebra 

M. Then <j> is said to be normal if, whenever (xi) is a bounded increasing net in M+ 

with x = supxt, we have <j>(x) = lim <f)(xi). 
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Theorem 1.4.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on H and <j> a bounded linear 

functional on M. Then the following are equivalent: 

1. <f> is uf continuous on M; 

2. 4> is a-strongly continuous on M; 

3. (ft is weakly continuous on the unit ball of M; 

4- <p IS strongly continuous on the unit ball of M; 

5. 4> is normal. 

• 

The predual of M, i.e., the space of all lineai functional satisfying one of the above 

properties, will be denoted by M*. 

Example 1.4.1. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then the algebra 13(H) of all bounded 

operators on H is a von Neumann algebra whose predual is the space T(H) of trace 

class operators. 

For £ £ H, we denote by UJ^ the bounded linear functional (u>^,x) = (x£,£) for all 

x £- B(H). Then w€ e T(H)+ and WLJ^ - ||f ||2. 

Example 1.4.2. Let G be a locally compact group. We denote by L°°(G) the space 

of all (complex valued) function on G that are measurable and essentially bounded 

with respect to (left) Haar measure. Then this space endowed with pomtwise product 

and essentially bounded norm is a commutative von Neumann algebra, with predual 

L\G). 

Using the canonical embedding via multiplication operators, f H-> Mf, L°°(G) can be 

realized as a commutative sub von Neumann algebra of B(L2(G)). 
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Example 1.4.3. [14] Let G be a locally compact group. We denote by VN(G) the 

von Neumann algebra generated by {Xg : g G G} in B(L2(G)), i.e., VN(G) — {Xg : 

g G G}" C B(L2(G)). This is called the group von Neumann algebra. The predual of 

this von Neumann algebra can be identified with the Banach space 

A(G) : = {/ : G -> C| 3 £, C G L2{G) such that f(x) = {\(x)£, C), Vx G G}, 

endowed with the norm 

11/11= mf{||eilllClh/(^) = (A(x)e,C),Va;GG}. 

One can show that A(G) is a Banach algebra under the pointwise product, called the 

Fourier algebra. 

If G is abelian with dual group G, then the adjoint of the Fourier transform gives an 

isomorphism of von Neumann algebras VN(G) == L°°(G). 

Definition 1.4.3. If M and N are von Neumann algebras, then a linear map $ : 

M —> N is said to be normal if it is weak-*-weak-* continuous. 

Fortunately there is also a normal version of the Hahn-Banach theorem. 

Theorem 1.4.3. Let N C M be von Neumann algebras. Then every normal state 

on N extends to a normal state on M. • 

If Mj is a von Neumann algebra on Hl (i = 1, 2) then Mx ® M2, the algebraic 

tensor product of Mi and M2, acts naturally on Hi ® H2, and the weak closure is a 

von Neumann algebra called the von Neumann algebraic-tensor product of Mi and 
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M2 , and is denoted by Mi®M2 (it can be shown that this is independent of the choice 

of Hi). 

If Mi, M2, Nx, N2 are von Neumann algebras and <& : Mi ->• M2 and \P : JVX ->• 7V2 

are normal completely bounded maps, then the map <fr ® ^ : Mi ® A^ —> M2 <g) A 2̂ 

given on elementary tensors by 

($ ®if>){x®y) = §{x) <g> \P(j/), 

extends to a normal completely bounded map, from Mx®Ni to M2®N2, also denoted 

by $ <g> ty. 

As an important special case, we get the so called Tomiyama's slice maps which play 

a key role in the theory of locally compact quantum groups. We denote by i the 

identity map. For von Neumann algebras M and N, and a normal functional 0 on 

M, the the right slice map {(f)®t) given by 

{4>®L){X ® y) = (j){x)y 

extends to a normal map from M®N to N. Similarly we can define left slice maps. 

As we have already mentioned, the theory of von Neumann algebras can be re

garded as non-commutative measure theory. The non-commutative version of mea

sures are called weights. 

E x a m p l e 1.4.4. When X is a a-finite measure space with measure \x, we can assign 

to every non-negative function f in the von Neumann algebra L°°{X,(f) the value 

<p{f) £ [0, oo] as follows: 

¥>(/) = / fdfi. 
Jx 

Such a ip will be a typical example of a (normal, semi-finite faithful) weight on the 
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commutative von Neumann algebra L°°(X,fj,). 

Definition 1.4.4. A weight on a von Neumann algebra M is a function p : M+ —> 

[0, oo] such that: 

1. p{x + y) = (f(x) + ip(y) for all x,y E M+; 

2. tp(rx) = r<p(x) for all r G R+ and x G M+. 

Let <p be a weight on a von Neumann algebra M. We will use the following 

standard notations: 

• -M<p+ = {a G M+ : tp(a) < oo}; 

• J\T^ = {a e M : ip(a*a) < oo}; 

• M^ = span M^ = A/^A/^, where A/^A/^ = span { x*y : x, ?/ G A/"v }. 

Then have A/̂  is a left ideal in M, Mv is a *-subalgebra of M, and A4V
+' - A^nAf"1". 

In the classical picture, .M+ consists of all essentially bounded ip-integrable non-

negative functions, Mv consists of all essentially bounded square integrable functions, 

and M.^ of all essentially bounded integrable functions. 

Let (p be a weight on the von Neumann algebra M. We say that cp is semi-finite 

if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied: 

e A4+ is weakly dense in M + ; 

• M.v is weakly dense in M; 

• A/̂  is weakly dense in M. 

The weight ip is called faithful if the following holds: 

x G M + , ^ (x) = 0 =>x = 0. 
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ip is called normal if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied: 

• for every A 6 R+ , the set { a € M+ : (p(a) < X } is a-weakly closed; 

• whenever (xt)l€i is an increasing net in M+, converging strongly to x € M+, 

we have: 

cp(x) = lim<^(xl); 

• there exists a family (a>2)ie/ in M+ such that 

(p(x) = ^2ut(x) Vx G M + ; 
16 / 

• if (xz) is a net in M4", converging a-weakly to x G M+, then 

p(x) < liminf <p(xt). 
i 

By an n.s.f. weight we mean a normal semi-finite faithful weight. 

Let M be a von Neumann algebra and <p an n.s.f. weight on M. Define: 

(x,y):=<p(y*x) (x,yeAfv). 

Since ip is faithful, this obviously defines an inner product on A/^. 

Let the Hilbert space H^ be the completion of Mv with respect to this inner product. 

We denote by 

the canonical embedding. For x £ M define ir^x) : A(/3(A/'¥,) —> A^A/^) by 

(7rv,(x))(A¥,(o)) = Av(xa). 
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Then TT^X) extends to a bounded operator on H^ which we also denote by ir^x). 

The triple (if^,^, A^) is called the GNS-construction for p. 

Consider a normal semi-finite weight tp on a, von Neumann algebra M. Then we 

define the set 

Gv := {UJ £ (M*)+ : 3e > 0 s.t. (1 + e)u(x) < <p(x),Vx G M}. 

Then one can show that G^ is an upward directed subset of (M*)+, and we have: 

(p(x) = lim u(x) Vx e M+. (1.3) 

Let p be a normal semi-finite weight on the von Neumann algebra M, and let 

(HpjiTynAtp) be the GNS-construction for </?. Then the following hold: 

• the map A^ : N& —>• H^ is a-weak—weak closed; 

• the representation ir^ is normal and unital. 

The rest of this section will be devoted to a brief overview of the modular theory of 

von Neumann algebras. The importance of this theory for locally compact quantum 

groups cannot be overestimated. 

Here we recall some standard definitions and statements regarding the theory of 

weights on von Neumann algebras which we will need later. For details we refer the 

reader to [45]. 

Let ip be an n.s.f. weight on a von Neumann algebra M. Then there exists a unique 

strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms (of )t€K of M satisfying: 

1. tp o of = ip for all t £ l ; 

2. for every x G V(a^), we have <p(x*x) = (p(a^(x)a^(x)*). 
2 2 2 
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We call (crf)teR the modular automorphism group of ip. 

Lemma 1.4.4. Let ip be an n.s.f. weight on a von Neumann algebra M and a E 

Aut(M) such that (p o a = <p. Then: 

1. x GA/^<» a(x) E N^; 

2. the map: 

Av(x) -» A^(a(x)) , XENV 

extends to a unitary map ua : H^ —» Hv; 

3. we have: 

a(x) = uaxu*a 

for x E M. 

• 

Let (Hp, iip, Ap) be the GNS-construction for (p. Then there exists a unique closed, 

anti-linear operator S on Hv satisfying: 

1. S(Av(x)) = A^x*) for all x E Mvr\Af*; 

2. A^jVp n Af*) is a core for S. 

i 

Let S = J^Alp be the polar decomposition of S. Then J is an anti-unitary on Hv, 

and A^ is a strictly positive operator on H^. We call J the modular conjugation of 

<p, and Ap the modular operator of </?. 

Lemma 1.4.5. For* an n.s.f. weight on a von Neumann algebra M we have the 

following relations: 
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1. for all x € A/̂  and t e l , we have: 

A>r(x)) = AjAv(x); 

2. for all x 6 A/̂  f) V(a^), we have: 
2 

JAv(x) = Kv{al{x)*)\ 

3. if' x E Ntp and y E V{aip
1), then xy E M^, and 

2 

A(xy) = Jv7cv>{al{y)yjA<p(x); 

4- if a £ V(afl) and x E M.v, then ax and xa^^a) belong to M.,P and 

<f(ax) = ipixa^ia)); 

5. ifxEM^H M* and a E Af* D V(af.t) such that af^a) E Af^, then 

<p(ax) = (p(xa^t(a)). 

Remark 1.4.6. From Lemmas 1-4-4 and 1-4-5 we have af = Ad(A1*). Also, it 

easy to see that <p is tracial if and only if af — t, if and only if A^ = i. 
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Chapter 2 

Locally Compact Quantum Groups 

As mentioned in the introduction, locally compact quantum groups are the main 

objects in this thesis. Therefore we devote this chapter to introduce the fundamentals 

of the theory of locally compact quantum groups in the sense of Kustermans and Vaes 

[251. 

Drienfeld was the first who used the term quantum groups for the objects known 

as Hopf algebras at the time. There are mainly three different approaches leading 

to these structures. One arises in Number Theory and Algebra, known as algebraic 

quantum group theory. The second comes from mathematical physics where the 

most interesting examples appear. And the third aspect of the theory is of interest to 

abstract harmonic analysts and operator algebraists. Since our approach and interest 

is lying in the last two, we shall not consider the first case. 

Right after the success in generalizing Fourier analysis to the case of locally com

pact abelian groups which beside its vast variety of applications, led to a nice duality 

theorem within this category, the efforts to find a similar theorem for non-abelian 

locally compact groups began. There were some partial successes in finding a dual 

object, mainly in the compact case; developing the representation theory of com-
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pact groups helped arriving at some duality theorems such as the Peter-Weyl and 

Tannaka-Krein theorems. But the main problem in all these theories was that the 

dual object was itself not a locally compact group. Despite all those efforts, a per

fect generalization of the Pontryagin duality theorem turned out to be hopeless. This 

pushed the people in search of another category containing all locally compact groups 

and just big enough to provide a perfect duality theory. 

This chapter is devoted to a quick introduction to the theory of locally compact 

quantum groups developed by Kustermans and Vaes [25]. For details and proofs we 

refer the reader to [51]; see also [25] and [26]. 

2.1 Definition 

Our approach to locally compact quantum groups will be via von Neumann algebras. 

Definition 2.1.1. A Hopf-von Neumann algebra is a pair (M,T) where M is a 

von Neumann algebra and T is a co-multiplication, i.e., a unital, injective, normal 

*-homomorphism T : M —> M®M which is co-associative: that is, the diagram 

M £-»- M®M 

M®M — -* M®M®M 

commutes, in short, T(L ® T) = (t <g> r)T. 

Definition 2.1.2. A locally compact quantum group is a quadruple G := (M, T, ip, ip), 

where: 

1. (M, T) is a Hopf-von Neumann algebra; 
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2. if is an n.s.f. weight on M, called a left Haar weight, satisfying: 

(p((u <S> t)T(x)) = u(l)(p(x) Wx G My, to G M*; 

3. i\) is a n.s.f. weight on M, called a right Haar weight, satisfying: 

VJ((L <g> UJ)T(X)) = co(l)ip(x) \/x G Mr/,, co G M*. 

If G = (M, T, ip, ip) is a locally compact quantum group, then I"1*, the pre-adjoint of 

T, induces a product on M*, turning it into a completely contractive Banach algebra 

(i.e., r* : M*<S)M* —» M* is a complete contraction). 

Example 2.1.1. Let G be a locally compact group. Define: 

TG : L°°(G) -* L^GO^L00^) ^ L°°(G x G) 

rG(/)(s,0 = f(st) V/ G L°°(G), MGG. 

Then TG is a co-multiplication on L°°(G), and (L°°(G), TQ, fo^c) is a commutative 

locally compact quantum group, where ipc and ipc are left and right Haar integrals, 

respectively. Moreover, one can show that any commutative or co-commutative locally 

compact quantum group is necessarily a Kac algebra, and we have the following. 

Theorem 2.1.1. [44, Theorem 2} Let G := (M, T, ip, ijj) be a locally compact quantum 

group with M commutative. Then there exists a locally compact group G such that 

M = L°°(G) and 

G=(Lco(G),rG,ipc,i;c). 

The category of locally compact quantum groups provides a unified framework for 
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both L°°(G) and the group von Neumann algebra VN(G). 

Example 2.1.2. Let G be a locally compact group. Define-

To : VN{G) -» VN(G)®VN(G) =* VN(G x G) 

f G{\) = \® Xg-

Then TQ is a (symmetric) co-multiplication on VN(G). One can show (see [45, 

Section VII.3]) that there exists an n.s.f. weight ips on VN(G), both left and right 

invariant with respect to TQ, such that G = (VN(G),Tc,^Ps) is a co-commutative 

locally compact quantum group, i.e., (TQ)* is commutative. 

In the sequel, for a von Neumann algebra M, we denote by \ the flip map 

X : M®M -»• M®M 

a®b —> b®a. 

If (M, F) is a Hopf-von Neumann algebra, then co-commutativity is equivalent to 

x°r = r. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1.1, one also has: 

Theorem 2.1.2. If G = (M,T,ip,ip) is a co-commutative locally compact quantum 

group, then there exists a locally compact group G such that G = (VN(G), To, <ps, ¥>s)-

In fact, G is the group (endowed with the weak* -topology) of all unitaries u in M such 

that T(u) = u®u. D 
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In complete analogy to the classical case we have: 

Theorem 2.1.3. The left and right Haar weights on a locally compact quantum group 

are unique up to a multiple of a positive scalar. 

• 
With the above examples in mind it is natural to transfer concepts from abstract 

harmonic analysis to the setting of locally compact quantum groups. 

Definition 2.1.3. Let G = (M,T,(p,i/j) be a locally compact quantum group. 

• G is called discrete if the Banach algebra M* is unital; 

« G is called compact if <p is finite. 

Remark 2.1.4. If<Q is a compact quantum, group, then ip is also a right Haar weight; 

in this case, we always choose (p to be a state. 

Definition 2.1.4. Let G = (M, F, (p, tfj) be a locally compact quantum group. 

• G is called co-amenable z/M* has a bounded approximate identity; 

• G is called amenable if there exist a state F on M such that 

( ( / ® L)T{X), F) = <(t «g) f)T(x), F) = (/, 1) (x, F) 

for all f e M* and x e M. 
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2.2 The Fundamental Unitary 

Let G be a locally compact group. Define 

WG : L2(G x G) -> L2(G x G) 

WGar,s) = ar,r-ls) 

for all £ e L2{G x G). Then WG is a unitary on L2(G x G) ^ L2(G)<g>2L
2(G) (where 

®2 denotes the Hilbert space tensor product), and we have: 

1. TG{Mf) = WG(1 <g> M})WG V/ G L°°(G); 

2. WG G L°°(G)®WV(G); 

3. L°°(G) = {(i®w)WG • CJ e T(L2(G))} ; 

5- A(/) = (/<8u)WG \/feL\G); 

— r-w * 

6. WV(G) = {(w <g> O ^ G : w G T(L2(G))} ; 

7. Cr*(G) - {{u ® t)Wb : ^ G T(L2(G))}"'". 

We see from the above that almost all information about the group G is carried 

by the unitary operator WG. There also exists a similar unitary operator WG for the 

quantum group (VN(G), TG, ips), which has the same properties as WG: 

1. YG{x) = WG{\ ® x)WG x e VN{G); 

2. WG e VN{G)®L°°(G); 

w* 

3. VN(G) = {(i® UJ)WG : co e T(L2(G))} ; 
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4. C*(G) = {(L® OJ)WG) : u G T(L2(G))} ; 

5. Mf = (f®i)WG Vf(=A(G); 

_ w* 

6. L°°(G) = {(co ® L)WG : a; G T(L2(G))} ; 

7. C0(G) = {(U}®L)WG : u £ T(L2(G))}"'". 

We also have the relation: 

^G = *(W£). 

For every locally compact quantum group G there exists such an object W, called 

the left fundamental unitary. It is a unitary on Hip®2Hip, defined by 

W*(Aip(a) ® Av(b)) = A^( r (&) (a <g> 1)) 

for ail a,b G A/^. This operator satisfies the so called pentagonal relation 

Here we used the leg notation: 

W12 = W ® 1 , W23 = 1 (8) W , W13 = (x ® 1)W23. 

The co-multiplication T on M can be written as: 

r(£) = vr(i®x)iy. 

Just as in the classical case, this unitary turns out to carry almost all the informa

tion about G. This fact motivated people to try to find an alternative definition for 
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locally compact quantum groups, requiring the existence of such unitaries [56], [43]. 

In analogy to the commutative case, we define: 

Definition 2.2.1. The left regular representation A : M* —> 13(11^) is defined by 

It is easy to verify that A is an injective completely contractive homomorphism 

from M* into B(HV). 

Similarly, the right Haar weight xjj induces an inner product 

(A^(x),Aqp(y))^ = ^(y*x) 

on M-4, = {x £ M : ip(x*x) < oo}. We denote by H^ the Hilbert space completion 

of M^p. There exists a right fundamental unitary operator V on H^^H^ associated 

with ij), which is defined by 

V(A^(x) <g> A^y)) = (A^ <g> A^)(T{x)(l <g> y)) 

for all x,y G N^. This operator V also satisfies the pentagonal relation, i.e., 

V12V13V23 = V23V12. 

Now, the co-multiplication T on M can be written as 

T(x) = V(x®l)V*. 
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2.3 The Antipode 

Existence of the inverse of every element obviously plays a very important role in 

group theory, being the property which distinguishes groups from semigroups. This 

suggests the importance of a similar object as the "inverse" in the quantum setting. 

In fact, for many years, this was the main obstacle in achieving a perfect axiomati-

zation for locally compact quantum groups. Even though the theory of Kac algebras 

had completely solved the duality problem for locally compact groups, it was still 

not a completely satisfactory theory for topological quantum groups, as it did not 

contain some of natural examples arising in physics. The main problem stemmed 

from the unboundedness of the quantum counterpart of the inverse in a group. While 

this operation is bounded in classical function algebras, as well as Kac algebras, it 

becomes unbounded for example, when deforming a compact Lie group. In fact, this 

is the phenomenon that distinguishes the category of locally compact quantum group 

from Kac algebras. For a locally compact quantum group G, the antipode, which is 

the object corresponding to the inverse in a group, is defined in the following way. 

Proposi t ion 2.3.1. For every x,y e N*N$ we have (ip® i)(T(x*)(y®l)) G M^, and 

if we define 

GAv((ip <g> c){r(x*)(y <g> 1))) = A„((V <8> t)(T{y*)(x ® 1))) 

then G is a closed densely defined anti-linear operator on Hv. Moreover if G = IN2 

is the polar decomposition of G, we have: 

1 = r , p = 1, INI = N~1. 

u 
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Definition and Proposition 2.3.2. Define the operators 

R-.MBx -> Ix*IeM; 

rt:M3x -)• N~ltxNu G M (t G R). 

T/iera i? is an anti-automorphism on M such that R2 = 1, and {rt} is a strongly 

continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms on M. 

R is called the unitary antipode ofG, and {r t} is called the scaling group o/G. 

We also have 

rtR = Rrt 

for all t e R. 

The antipode is defined via the operators in the last theorem. 

Definition 2.3.1. S := Rr__± is called the antipode ofG. 

Theorem 2.3.3. The antipode S has the following properties: 

1. S is densely defined and has dense range; 

2. S is injective and S'1 = RTI_ = r%R; 

3. S is anti-multiplicative, that is, for all x, y e T>{S), we have xy G 1){S) and 

S(xy) = S(y)S(x); 

4. for all x e T>(S), we have S(x)* G V(S) and 

S(S(x)*) = x*; 
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5. S2 = T-C, 

6. RS = SR; 

7. rtS = Srt Vt G R. 

2.4 The Modular Element 

Let ii and v be a left and a right Haar measure on a locally compact group G. Then 

there exists a continuous homomorphism A : G —>• R+, such that 

/ f(rs)da(r) = A(S"1) / /(• 
JG JG 

r)dii(r) 

for all s G G and / G Ll(G). The function A which is the Radon-Nikodym derivative 

of /i with respect to u, is called the modular function of G. 

In every locally compact quantum group there exists a version of the modular func

tion, called the modular element, which links left and right Haar weights. 

Definition and Proposition 2.4.1. There exist a strictly positive operator 8, called 

modular element, affiliated with M, such that 

iP{x) = (f(51/2x8l/2) 

for all x G Ai^. The operator 5 satisfies the following properties: 

1. af(S) = af(S) = 5 Vt G R; 

2. T{8U) = 8U ® 8U Vt G R; 

3. rt(8) = 8 Vt G R; 
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I R(S) = J"1; 

5. af{x) = Sltaf(x)8-%t teR,xeM. 

D 

Theorem 2.4.2. TTie following hold: 

1. The automorphism groups av', a^ and r commute pairwise. 

2. We have: 

Trt = {Tt®Tt)T Taf = (.n®af)r 

Trt = (o-f®att)r Vaf = ( a ? ® r _ t ) r 

for all t £ R. 

(paf = ip (pTt = tp 

Ipof — 1p XpTt — Ip 

for all t <E 

a 
Up to now, we have referred to the notion of Kac algebras several times, without 

giving any definition for these structures. Actually we are not going to do so and just 

refer the reader to [13] for that. But one can show that: 

Theorem 2.4.3. A locally compact quantum group G = (M, T, y?, ip) is a Kac algebra 

if and only if the antipode S is bounded and the modular element S is affiliated with 

the center of M. 

Hence in this thesis, we define a Kac algebra to be a locally compact quantum 

group with the above properties. 
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2.5 The Dual Quantum Group 

Now we are at the step to define the dual of a locally compact quantum group, and 

stating a biduality theorem. The following theorem gives us the motivation for that. 

Theorem 2.5.1. For an abelian locally compact group G, the following hold: 

1. G is compact if and only if G is discrete; 

2. L2(G) ** L2(G); 

3. L°°(G) ^ VN(G); 

4. L\G) ^ A(G). 

• 

From Theorem 2.5.1 we see that if we want to extend the duality of locally com

pact abelian groups to some larger category including function algebras of all locally 

compact groups, in the von Neumann algebraic setting, we must assign L°°(G) and 

VN(G) as dual to each other. We saw that one can construct each of these von 

Neumann algebras from the other one, via the unitary WQ. 

Similarly, in general, it is the fundamental unitary which plays the role of a bridge in 

passing from a quantum group to its dual. 

Definition and Proposition 2.5.2. Let G be a locally compact quantum group with 

the left fundamental unitary W. Define M := { A(/) : / G M* } . Furthermore, we 

define f : M -> M®M given by 
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where the fundamental unitary operator W is given by 

There exist a left Haar weight 0 and a right Haar weight ip such that G := (M, T, 0, •0) 

is a locally compact quantum group. 

We also have W £ M®M and H^ = H<p. The completely contractive (left) regular 

representation is defined by 

A : M 3 / 4 ( / ® t ) ( f ) eM. 

Theorem 2.5.3. We have the perfect (Pontryagm-type) duality theorem: 

G ^ G . 

• 

As in the case of locally compact abehan groups, discreteness and compactness 

are also dual properties in the category of locally compact quantum groups. 

Theorem 2.5.4. A locally compact quantum group G is discrete if and only if its 

dual is compact. • 

Similarly, the right regular representation p : M* —> B(Hip) can be defined by 

p(f) = (L®f)(V)eM'QB(Hfee). 

The corresponding dual quantum group can be expressed as G' = (M',T',(p'^'), 
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where the co-multiplication f' is given by 

f'(x') = V'(x'®l)V'\ 

In this case (by considering the duality of G and G'), we obtain: V' £ M®M', and 

also V = x{V*). 

In analogy to the commutative case, we will use the following notation for a locally 

compact quantum group G = (M, T, <p, ip): 

• L°°(G) := M; 

« L^G) := M* 

• L2(G) := Hv 2* H* = H0 = H^; 

• C0(G) := '{(^®~^V~T~l^Y(L2(G)) }IM!; 

• M(G) := C0(G)* 

One can show that C0(G) is a C*-algebra, and the co-multiplication gives rise to 

a Banach algebra structure on M(G). This multiplication extends the convolution 

product of L1(G) via the canonical embedding LX(G) ̂  M(G), and L :(G) becomes 

a two-sided ideal of M(G). 

Also, the left regular representation A extends from LX(G) to M(G). 

As in the classical case we have the following. 

Proposition 2.5.5. A locally compact quantum group G is compact if and only if 

Co(G) is unital. • 

We also have several equivalent formulation of co-amenability. 
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Theorem 2.5.6. [4, Theorem 3.1] Let G be a locally compact quantum group, and 

W its left fundamental unitary. Then the following are equivalent: 

1. G is co-amenable; 

2. there exists a positive linear functional e on Co(G) such that \{e) = 1; 

3. there exists a net (£j) of unit vectors in L2(G) such that 

lim||W(fi®7/)-6<g>77||2 = 0 

for every n G L2(G). • 

2.6 Reflations Between a Quantum Group and its 

Dual 

We now present a series of results proved in [25], concerning relations between a 

locally compact quantum group and its dual, which we will need later in our work. 

Theorem 2.6,1. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then we have: 

L°°(G) n L°°(G) = L°°(G) n L°°(G)' = L°°(G)' n L°°(G) = L°°(G)' n L°°(G)' = CI. 

Theorem 2.6.2. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then we have: 

B{L2(G)) = spaf^'ixx : x e L°°(G), x G L°°(G)}. 

For the following, recall that N and 5 have been introduced in Proposition 2.3.1, 

and Definition and Proposition 2.4.1, respectively; for the definition of rt and R, see 
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Definition and Proposition 2.3.2. Also, note that the scaling constant for a locally 

compact quantum group is equal to 1, by [9, Corollary 2.7]. 

Proposition 2.6.3. We have: N = N and A | = NltJvS
lt J^. 

• 

Proposition 2.6.4. The following hold: 

rt{x) = AfxAT*4 R(x) = J^xJ^ 

ft(x) = A£xA; r t R(x) = JvxJv 

for all x e L°°{&), x e L°°(G) and t e R. 

D 

Proposition 2.6.5. The operators A1*1, A^2, A | 3 , A*^4, Nltb and 5lt(i commute pair-

wise, for any ii,..., t& € R. 

D 

Finally, we should note that there is also an equivalent C*-algebraic approach to 

this theory. In the classical picture, we can pass from the category of locally compact 

groups to the category of C*-algebras by assigning CQ{G) to every locally compact 

group G. By a theorem of Weil (see [52]), in the standard Borel setting, the Haar 

measure on G and its topology are uniquely determined by each other. In other 

words, considering the topological aspect of the theory of locally compact groups, 

i.e., working with the C*-algebra C0(G), is equivalent to studying the measure theory 

of G, equipped with its Haar measure, or equivalently, studying the von Neumann 

algebra L°°(G). 
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The same phenomenon occurs in the quantum case. One can start with a C*-

algebra with a co-multiplication and left and right Haar weights, where all objects 

have the appropriate properties in the category of C*-algebras. This is the point of 

view taken in [54], [55] and [25]. 
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Chapter 3 

From Quantum Groups to Groups 

To find a Pontryagin-type duality theorem which holds for all locally compact groups 

rather than just abelian ones, one has to pass to a larger category than locally compact 

groups, namely locally compact quantum groups. 

In order to embed locally compact groups in this larger category, we have to work 

with the algebras associated with a group. So, instead of working with a locally 

compact group G, we study L°°(G), and we consider VN(G) as its Pontryagin dual. 

There are many other occasions in which one prefers or even has to pass from 

a group to an associated function algebra. But there are several equivalent ways to 

recover the initial group, from these algebras: G is topologically isomorphic to 

• the spectrum of Co (GO, as well as A(G); 

• the set of all group-like elements in VN(G) with its canonical co-multiplication; 

• . . . 

One can also recover the group from its measure algebra M(G). Indeed we can 

consider the elements of M(G) as maps on ^(G), which commute with convolution; 
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Wendel proved in [53] that any such map which is also isometric, has to be a (multiple 

of a) point-mass. 

In [23] Junge, Neufang and Ruan defined an analogue of measure algebra for locally 

compact quantum groups, and studied its structure and representation theory. This 

work motivated us to look for objects similar to point-masses in the classical case, 

so-to-speak "quantum point-masses". 

3.1 Completely Bounded Multipl iers of LX(G) 

As mentioned earlier, the series of works [30], [31] and [23] have been the chief moti

vation for this thesis. In [23] the authors succeeded in unifying all the earlier results, 

by developing a representation theory for completely bounded multipliers of the Ll-

algebra of a locally compact quantum group. In the classical case, where G = L°°(G) 

for a locally compact group G, this algebra is just the measure algebra M(G). So we 

can regard the algebra MCb(L1(G)) as a quantization of the measure algebra. Follow

ing this idea, we shall study in this chapter the quantum analogue of point-masses. 

We start with a brief review of some of the results in [23]. 

Definition and Proposition 3.1.1. [23, Section 4] Let G be a locally compact quan

tum group. An operator b G L°°(G') is called a completely bounded right multiplier 

of L1(G) (associated with the right fundamental operator V) if we have 

P{f)V e P(L\G)) 

for all f € L1(G),and the induced map 

m\, : L\G) 3 f v-+ p~rW)V) G L\G) 
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is completely hounded. We denote by Mr
ch{L1{G)) the space of all completely bounded 

right multipliers of L1(G). Then Mr
cb(L

l(G)) is (algebraically) a unital subalgebra of 

L°°(Gr) and we can identify L1(G) with the subalgebra p(L1(G)) in M^b(L
l(G)). 

In the sequel we denote by b.f the canonical action of b G L°°(G) on / G Ll(G). 

Proposition 3.1.2. [23, Proposition 4-1] Let b' be an operator in L°°((&'). Then the 

following are equivalent: 

1. V e Mlh(L
l{G)) satisfies 

\ml\\cb < 1; 

2. we have 

i!^A]iu<re]iin 

for all [fa] G M ^ L 1 (<&')) and n e N ; 

3. there exists a complete contraction My on CQ(G) such that 

Ml,(p'(f')) = P(b'J') 

for all f G L1(G'). In this case, we actually have My — (mry)*\c0(G); 

4- there exists a normal complete contraction <K, on L°°(G) such that 

(L®%)(V) = V{b'®l). 

D 
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Definition 3.1.1. [23, Section 4] A completely bounded map T on Ll(G) is said to 

be a completely bounded right centralizer on LX(G) if it satisfies 

T(f*g) = f* T(g) 

for all f,g(E LX(G). We denote by C^(L1(G)) the space of all completely bounded 

right centralizers of Ll(G). 

A normal completely bounded map $ on L°°(G) is called right covariant if it satisfies: 

(L <g> $) o r = r o $. 

We denote by CB^0V(L°°(G)) the algebra of all normal completely bounded right co-

variant maps on L°°(G). 

It is easy to see that a normal completely bounded map $ on L°°(G) is in 

CB^(L°°(G)) if and only if it is a right L1(G)-module map on L°°(G). Therefore, a 

map T is in C^L^G)) if and only if T* is in C0^(L°°(G)). 

The main point of the work [23] was to show that the algebra Mr
cb(L

l{G)) can 

be identified with the algebra of normal completely bounded maps $ on B(L2(G)) 

satisfying the following two properties: 

• $(L°°(G)) C L°°(G); 

• <S>(axb) = a<S>(x)b Va, b e L°°(G), x e B(L2(G)). 

We denote the algebra of all such maps $ by C£^~6
(G)(B(L2(G))). 

More precisely, we have the following. 
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Theorem 3.1.3. [23, Theorem 4-5J Let G be a locally compact quantum group. 

Then there exists a completely isometric algebra isomorphism 0 r : M^)(L
1(G)) —> 

fr,L°°(G). 
L°°(G) [ 

the following completely contractive Banach algebras: 

CBa' =,. (B(L2(G))), and we can completely isometrically and algebraically identify 

M:b{L\G)) - CB^(L°°(G)) - C^L'iG)) - CB%~™(B(L2(G))). 

We denote the identification C^L^G)) ^ CBa^^]{B{L2{G))) by T ^ $(T). 

As we noted earlier, a theorem by Wendel motivated part of this work. The 

statement of his result is as follows. 

Theorem 3.1.4. [53, Theorem 3} Let G he a locally compact group, and T a bounded 

linear map on L1(G) Then T = Xrg, for some A G T and g G G, where rg is right 

translation by g, if and only ifT is an isometric left centrahzer. 

The next result, which can be seen as a quantum version of Wendel's theorem 

above, is the starting point for our work. In fact, this theorem will suggest how to 

define the objects that should be called quantum point-masses. 

In the sequel we shall denote by Ad{u) the map x H>- uxu*, for a unitary u. 

Theorem 3.1.5. [23, Theorem J^.l] Let G he a locally compact quantum group, and 

let T be a complete contraction in Cr
cb{Ll{G)). Then the following are equivalent: 

1. T is a completely isometric linear isomorphism on LX(G); 

2. T has a completely contractive inverse in ( ^ ( L ^ G ) ) ; 

3. there exist a unitary operator u' G L°°(G') and a complex number A G T such 

that &T{X) — \Ad{u'){x). If, in addition, T is completely positive, then so is 

T _ 1 . In this case, we have <&T = Ad(u'). • 
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A beautiful result in [23] states that one can capture the Pontryagin-type duality 

of quantum groups as a commutation relation 

In the following, for 5" C CB(B(L2(G))), we denote by Sc the commutant taken 

in CB{B{L2(G))). 

Theorem 3.1.6. [23, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.3} Let G he a locally compact 

quantum group with dual quantum group G. Then we have: 

1. er(M^L\G))) = er(M^L\GWnCBl<x{G)(B(L\G))); 

2. the following hi-commutant theorem holds: 

Qr(M:h(L
l(G))r = QT{M:b{L\G))). 

Theorem 3.1.7. Let G be a co-amenable locally compact quantum group. Then we 

have Mr
cb(L\G)) ^ M{G), via the map: 

Mr
cb{L\G))3b' ^<ph, eiW(G) 

luhere {X(u/), </>-v) = (&', V) for all CJ' e Ll{G'). 

3.2 Assigning a Group to a Quantum Group 

Bearing Wendel's result, Theorem 3.1.4, in mind we are led to the following definition. 

Definition 3.2.1. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Define G to be the set 

of all completely positive maps m G C^(Z/1(G)) which satisfy one of the equivalent 

conditions of Theorem 3.1.5. We endow G with the strong operator topology. 
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Example 3.2.1. As a consequence of Theorem 3.1.4, we see that if G = L°°(G) for 

a locally compact group G, then G is topologically isomorphic to G. 

Example 3.2.2. [38, Theorem 2.J If G = VN(G) for an amenable locally compact 

group G, then G is topologically isomorphic to G, the set of all continuous characters 

on G with the compact-open topology. 

As we shall see later, amenability is not necessary. 

We thus obtain an assignment G —> G, from the category of locally compact 

quantum groups to the category of groups, which is inverse to the usual embedding of 

the latter category into the former. The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate 

how much information about G one can get from studying G, and also study the 

preservation of several natural properties under this assignment 

Note that in the classical case, for m e G, m* : L°°(G) —> L°°(G) is just the right 

translation. The next proposition (which was proved for the Kac algebra case in [7, 

Lemma 2.2.]) shows that for a locally compact quantum group G and m 6 G, m* 

can be regarded as quantum right translation. 

Proposition 3.2.1. Let m £ G and ip be the right Haar weight on G. Then 

•0 o m* = ijj. 

Proof. For x € L°°(G)+ we have m*(x) E L°°(G)+ as well, and 

(ipom*(x))l = ifj(m*(x))l = (ip<S)L)T(m*(x)) 

= (0® m*)T(x) = ip(x)m*(l) 

= i)(x)i. 

• 
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Definition and Proposition 3.2.2. [19, Proposition 3.7.] Let M he a von Neumann 

algehra. On the set of all hounded, weak* continuous operators on M, we define the 

p-topology to he the one induced by the semi-norms 

T ->• (Tx,u) (x £M,ou e M*), 

and the u-topology by the semi-norms 

T ->• ||T,o;|| u G M,. 

Let (p be an n.s.f. weight on M. Then the p-topology and the u-topology coincide on 

Aut<p{M), the set of all * -automorphism on M under which ip is invariant. • 

Corollary 3,2.3. The p-topology and the u-topology coincide on (G)* := {m* : m G 

G}, and G equipped with any of these becomes a topological group. 

Proof. That both topologies coincide on (G)*, is clear from Proposition 3.2.1 and 

Proposition 3.2.2. 

To see that G is a topological group, let m* —> t and n* —> i, where (ma) and (na) 

are nets in G. Then, for all / G L1(G), we have: 

\\{mana-t>)f\\ < | | ( m a n a - m a ) / | | + | | ( m Q - t ) / | | 

< | |ma | | | |(na - i)f\\ + \\(mana - i)f\\ -> 0. 

We also have: 

l h « V - f\\ = I K 1 / - m-l{maf)\\ = \\m~\f - maf)\\ < \\f - ma(f)\\ -> 0. 
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Definition 3.2.2. Let (M, T) be a Hopf-von Neumann algebra. We define 

Gr(M, r ) := {x G M : T(x) = x®x and x is invertible}. 

Gr(M, T) obviously forms a group, and we endow this group with the induced weak* 

topology. 

Remark 3.2.4. As is easily seen (cf. [13, Proposition 1.2.3]) we have Gr(M,T) = 

{x G M : F(x) = x®x and x is unitary}. 

For a locally compact quantum group G = (M, T, (p, ip) we denote Gr(M, T) simply 

by Gr(G). 

Proposition 3.2.5. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then we have: 

Gr(G) = Gr(B(L2{G)),T). 

Proof. Obviously Gr(G) C Gr{B(L2(G)), T). If x G Gr(B(L2{G)),T), then T{x) = 

x®x: but since F(B(L2(G))) C £(L2(G))®L°°(G), we have x G L°°(G). D 

Lemma 3.2.6. Let (ma) 6e a net in G and (ua) a net of unitaries in B(L2(G)). 

Then we have: 

1. ma -»• 1 if and only if \\ma(uA^x)) - u^x)\\ -> 0 for all x G A/^; 

2. wQ --> 1 if and only if \\uaA^,(x) — A^(x)|| —>• 0 for all x G M^. 

Proof. 1. Since L°°(G) is in standard form on L2(G), every / G L1(G) is of the 

form oj£, for some £ G L2(G). Let e > 0, and assume 

H^aC^A^s)) - ^ ( a ; ) | | ^ 0 Vx G A/^. 
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Since A )̂(A/r1/,) is dense in L2(G), we can find x G A/̂  such that \\u>^ — U)A^,(X)\\ < £• 

Then we have: 

||ma(<^) - wf || < \\ma(u)£) - ma{u^{x))\\ + l l ^ a ^ A ^ ) ) _ uK/,(x)\\ + \\^A,P(X) - ^ l 

< ||ma||||a;€ - W A ^ H + ||mQ(wAv,(x)) - ^ A ^ I I + H ^ A ^ ) — ^ | | 

< 2e+||ma(wAv,(x))-WA^(x)||-

Since e was arbitrary, the conclusion follows. 

2. We have: 

\\ua£, ~ €|| < ||«Q£ - uaAi)(x)\\ + \\uaAip(x) - Aj,(x)\\ + \\Aj,(x) - f || 

for all £ G L2(G) and x G A/",/,. This implies ua — ->• 1 if and only if ||«Q,A^(:r) — 

A^(ar) || —>• 0, and since the strong operator and the weak* topologies coincide on 

unitaries, the conclusion follows. • 

The following theorem generalizes a result by de Canniere [7, Definition 2.5.] from 

the case of Kac algebras to all locally compact quantum groups. 

Theorem 3.2.7. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then there is a group 

homeomorphism: 

$ : G -> GV(G'). 

Proof. Let m G G. Since ip o m* = ip (by Proposition 3.2.1), we can, in view of 

Lemma 1.4.4, extend the map 

A^x) ^ A^(m*(x)) (x G A^,) 
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to a unitary u'm on L2(G), such that: 

m* = Ad(u'J. 

We shall prove that u'm £ Gr(G'). Let V be the right fundamental unitary. For all 

x, y £ AQ,, we have: 

(l®u'JV(Ai,(x)®Ai)(y)) = (l®u'JA^(r(x))(l®y)) 

= Ami,((t®m*)(F(x)(l®y))) 

= A^(r{m*(x))(l®m*(y))) 

= V(A4m*(x))®A4m*{y)) 

= V{u'm®u'm){A^x)®Ai,{y)). 

Hence, we obtain V*(l ® u'm)V — u'm ® u'm which implies: 

V'(u'rn®l)V'* = X(V*)(u>m®l)x(V) 

= X(V*(l®u'JV) 

= X(u'm®u'j 

= u'm®u'm. 

Thus u'm £ Gr(S(L2(G)),f ') , and so u'm £ Gr(G') by Proposition 3.2.5. 

Now define 

$ : G ->• Gr(G') 

m i->- u'm. 
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It is easily seen that $ is a well-defined group homomorphism. 

If $ (m) = 1, we have m* = Ad\ = t, which implies m = i. Hence $ is injective. 

To see that $ is also surjective, let v! E Gr(G') . Then the above calculations show 

that for all u E T(L2(G)), we have: 

Ad{u'){{uj®i)V) = {U)®L){(1®V!)V(1®U'*)) 

= {U®L){V{U'®U'){1®U'*)) 

= (w<g>t)(V(u'<g>l)) 

= ({U'.U)®L)V E L°°(G). 

Since {(axgj^y : a; E T(L 2 (G))} is weak* dense in L°°(G), we see that 

Ad(u')(L°°(G)) C L°°(G), 

whence Ad(u') E C ^ ' S G ) ( J B ( L 2 ( G ) ) ) . Hence, by Theorem 3.1.5, there exists m E G 

such that m' = J4OJ(W'), which implies $ (m) = «'. 

We now show that $ is a homeomorphism with respect to the corresponding 

topologies. For all x E A/",/,, y E L°°(G) and m E G, with m* = Ad(u'm), we have: 

(W(WA^(X)),2/) = K ( * ) , m * ( j / ) ) ( % ( i ) , « m P m > 

which implies: 
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Now, let (ma) be a net in G such that ma —v 1, with m* = Ad(u'a). By Lemma 3.2.6, 

we have: 

ma -> 1 <^ Im^WA^;,.)) - WA^^)!! -» 0 \/x eNip 

& \\^(u'a)*A^(x) - wAv,(x) II -> 0 V I G X / , 

«» | |« )*A^(a ; ) -A v , (x) | | ->0 V i e A ^ 

/ * / \* sot _. ^/ sot .. ^/ w* -, 
& ( O > 1 ^ < ^ 1 ^ < > I" 

D 

Our next result is a generalization of the Heisenberg commutation relation, which 

has been known to hold for Kac algebras [13, Corollary 4.6.6]. 

Corollary 3.2.8. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Let u £ Gr(G) and 

u' £ (SV(G'). Then there exists A £ T such that 

uv! = Xu'u. 

Proof. We obtain from Theorems 3.1.5 and 3.2.7 that Qr(u) = Ad(u) and Q'r(u') = 

Ad(u'). Also we know from Theorem 3.1.6 that Qr(u) and Q'r(u') commute. Therefore 

we have: 

Ad{u)Ad{u') = Ad(u')Ad{u) = > Ad{u)Ad{u')Ad{u*)Ad{u'*) = i = » uu'u*u'* £ CI, 

which yields the conclusion. • 
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Our Theorem 3.2.11 below, is as well a generalization of a result known in the 

Kac algebra case [13]. But the proof m Kac algebras setting does not work for the 

case of locally compact quantum groups. Here we present a different argument for 

the general case. We should thank Professor Vainerman for his valuable help with 

this proof. 

We shall use the notion of extended positive part of a von Neumann algebra, 

introduced by Haagerup [17]. 

Definition and Proposition 3.2.9. The extended positive part M of a von Neu

mann algebra M is the set of all maps {m : M*+ —> [0, oo]} that satisfy: 

1. m{\f) = Xm(f) for all f £ M+ and A e R+; 

2 m(f + g) = m(f) + m{g) for all f,ge M+; 

3. m is lower semi-continuous. 

The set M is closed under addition, multiplication by a positive number, increasing 

limits, and M+ is naturally embedded in M+. 

Using the above notion, we have the following stronger version of left (right) 

invariance. 

Proposition 3.2.10. [26, Proposition 3.1] Let G be a locally compact quantum group, 

then we have 

(t, ® <p)F(x) = <p(x)l (xeL°°(G)), 

where the equation is to be read in L°°(G) . • 

For a Banach algebra A we denote by sp(A) its spectrum, i.e, the set of all non

zero bounded multiplicative linear functionals on A. 
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Theorem 3 .2 .11 . For any locally compact quantum group G we have Gr(G) = 

sp(L\G)). 

Proof. Let x E Gr(G). Then T(x) = x®x and x ^ O , and for u,u>' G L1(G) we have 

(UJ*U\X) = {u®uj\T{x)) = {U®UJ\X®X) = (cu, x) (cu', x), 

which implies x G sp(L1(G)). Hence, Gr(G) C sp(Ll(G)). 

To show the inverse inclusion, let x G sp(Ll(G)), i.e., T(x) = a; (g> a; and x ^ O . We 

need to show that x is then invertible. We first prove that x*x is invertible. 

Suppose x*x is not invertible; then there exists a state / on L°°(G) such that f(x*x) = 

0. Let cp be the left Haar weight, and (wa) a net of normal positive linear functionals 

on L°°(G) such that supauja(y) = tp(y) for all y G L°°(G); see equation (1.3). Also, 

by Proposition 3.2.10 we have: 

{i®<p)T{y) = <p{y)l 

for all y E L°°(G), where both sides correspond to some element in L°°(G)+, the 

extended positive part of L°°(G). So we have: 

sup(i ® cua)(x*x <S> x*x) 
a 

sup(t ® oja)T(x*x) 
a 

(t®if)F(x*x) 

(p(x*x)l 

supuja(x*x)l. 

supoja(x*x)x*x 
a 
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Now, let / be the unique extension of / to L°°(G)+. Then we obtain: 

0 = supauja(x*x)f(x*x) = supaf(uja(x*x)x*x) 

= J(supauia(x*x)x*x) = J(supaua(x*x)l) 

= supaua(x*x)J(l) = tp(x*x). 

Since ip is faithful, x = 0. Hence, for any x G sp(L1(G)), x*x is invertible. 

Similarly, we can show that xx* is invertible as well, and so x is invertible. • 

Theorem 3.2.12. For any locally compact quantum group G we have GV(£>(L2(G)), V) = 

sp(Z(G)). 

Proof. Recall that Gr(G) = Gr(B(L2(G)), V) by Proposition 3.2.5. 

Obviously Gr(B{L2(G)),T) C sp{%(G)). Conversely, let x G sp(V), i.e., T(x) = 

x®x and i ^ O . Then we have x G L°°(G), and so, by Theorem 3.2.11, x G Gr(G). 

D 

Theorem 3.2.13. IfG is co-amenable then we have a group homeomorphism: 

Gr(G') ^ sp(C0(G)). 

Proof. If G is co-amenable, we can identify Mr
cb{Ll{G)) with M(G) = C0(G)* by 

Theorem 3.1.7, and, then using the same notation, we have: 

V G Gr(G') 4* f'(S') = V <g> V <* (&[ * u'2, ti) = {&[, V)(CJ'2, V) \fu[,uj'2 £ L\G') 

O (\'(u[*u'2),cphl) = (A'(wi) ,^>(A'(^) ,^> Vwi,wi G L\G') 

^ ^ G sp(C0(G)). 
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Since A'(L1(G')) is norm dense in C0(G), the map 

Gr(G) 3b'^ % e sp{CQ{G)) 

is a weak*-weak* homeomorphism. D 

Our next result combines all the above identifications. 

Theorem 3.2.14. The following can be identified as locally compact groups: 

1. G with the strong operator topology; 

2. Gr(G') with the weak* topology; 

3. sp(L1(G')) with the weak* topology; 

4- sp(T,(G)) with the weak* topology; 

5. Gr(B(L2(G)),f') with the weak* topology; 

moreover, when G is co-amenable, these can also be identified with: 

6. sp(C0(G)) with the weak* topology. 

Proof. Since the spectrum of a Banach algebra is locally compact with weak* 

topology, all the above groups are locally compact groups. • 

Remark 3.2.15. Applying Theorem 3.2.14 to the case where G = VN(G) for a 

locally compact group G, we obtain a generalization of a Renault's result (cf. [38, 

Theorem 2]), in which G is assumed amenable. 
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Theorem 3.2.16. The assignment G —> G preserves compactness, discreteness and 

hence finiteness. 

Proof. 1. Let G be compact. In view of Theorem 3.2.14, we may equivalently 

show that GV(G') is compact. Let e' G Ll(G') be the unit (G' is discrete by Theorem 

2.5.4). Then, for any x' G Gr(G'), we have 

(/ ',£') = (f'*e',x') 

= </'®e',f'(£')> 

= {f ®e\x' ®x') 

for all / ' e L'(G'). So {e',x') = 1 for all x' G G' and since GV(G') = spiL^G')) 

by Theorem 3.2.11, this implies that the constant function e'\Gr(Q,\ = 1 lies in 

C0(Gr{G')). Therefore GV(G') is compact. 

2. Now let G be discrete. Then G' is compact, by Theorem 2.5.4, and again by 

Theorem 3.2.14 we need to show that GV(G') is discrete. Let x' G GV(G') and 

ip' € L1 (G1) be the Haar state. Then we have 

</', 1 ) ^ ' , x>) = {$ * / ' , x') = (0' ® / ' , x! ® x1) = <^', x')(f, x') 

for all / ' . So if x! ^ 1, we must have (<£', x') = 0, and since (<p', 1) = 1, we see </?', as 

a function on GV(G') is the characteristic function of {1}. But since <p' is continuous 

on GV(G'), the latter must be discrete. 

• 
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In the following, we shall investigate the relation between the operation G —>• G 

and G —> G. We start with some preparation. 

Lemma 3.2.17. Let G and H be two locally compact groups in duality, i.e., there 

exists a continuous bi-homomorphism 

(;-}:GxH^T. 

Define the sets 

G1:={geG:{g,H) = l}, 

Hx:={h^H: (G,h) = 1}. 

Then Gi and Hi are closed normal subgroups of G and H, containing the commutator 

subgroups, and we have: 

Gi \Hj 

Proof. For all g G G, g\ G G\ and h G H we have: 

(g-'gi9,h) = (g-\h)(gi,h)(g,h) = (g~\h)(g,h) = (e,h) = 1. 

Therefore, Gi is normal in G. For all gi, g2 G G and h G H we have: 

(9i929i1921,h) = (guh)(g2,h){g^1,h)(g2
l,h) = 1. 

Thus, [G, G] C. Gi, similarly, we see that Hi is normal in H, and [H, H] C Hi. Now 

it just remains to show the last assertion. Define 

••G->[~),t(g)(h) = (g,h). 
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The definition of Hi implies that 4>(g) is well-defined for each g G G. Obviously, <j) 

is a group homomorphism, and we have Ker((p) = G±. Hence we have an injective 

group homomorphism 

Similarly, by exchanging the roles of G and H we obtain: 

H 7~G\ 

whence _______ 

[G; J "* [HI J • 

If we compose the last surjection with the identification of r̂- with its second dual, 

we get (p. Hence 0 is onto, and 

G_ _ TH\ 

• 
Applying Lemma 3.2.17 to our situation, in which we have a duality between G and 

G (by Corollary 3.2.8), we obtain the following. 

Theorem 3.2.18. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then we have a group 

homeomorphism: 

Gr(G) ^ ( Gr(G) \ 

Gr{G) n Gr{G)' \Gr(G) n Gr(G)') ' 
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3.3 Some Invariants for a Quantum Group 

In the last section, to a locally compact quantum group G, we have assigned the 

locally compact group Gr(G), homeomorphic to Gr(G'), which is easily seen to be 

an invariant for G. Using Gr(G), we shall now assign two further invariants to G. 

Let G be a locally compact quantum group, v G Gr(G) and v G Gr{G). By 

Corollary 3.2.8, there exists \v^ G T such that 

VV = XyfiVV. 

Also, for any v G GV(G), the map 7„ : v —> \v^ defines a character on Gr(G). So we 

obtain a bi-homomorphism 7 : Gr(G) x Gr(G) —> T. 

Definition and Proposition 3.3.1. Let G he a locally compact quantum group. We 

denote by Gj, the image ofj, which is a subgroup ofT. 

Proof. Let 

K:= G V ( G ) . and k := G ^ . 
Gr(G) n Gr(G)' Gr(G) n Gr{G)' 

Then 7 induces a bi-character 71 : X x K —> T, with Im(^i) = Im{^) (see the proof 

of Lemma 3.2.17). Since K and _ftT are abelian, by the universal property of the tensor 

product, there exists a homomorphism 72 : K®iK —¥ T, with 7772(72) = 7m(7i); ®z 

denotes the algebraic tensor product of the abelian groups K and K over the ring of 

integers. But 7m(72) is a subgroup of T since 72 is a group homomorphism. • 

Since there is a good classification of subgroups of T (cf. [22, Theorem 25.13]), 

this invariant may be helpful towards some sort of classification of locally compact 

quantum groups. 
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We now proceed to define the third invariant. Let v £ Gr(G), and define ipv = 

(p(v.v*), where cp denotes the left Haar weight of G. It is then clear that (pv is an 

n.s.f. weight on L°°(G). For all u G LX(G) we have: 

x e M<pv => vxv* e Mp 

=4> (oo<S> L)T(VXV*) e Mv 

=> V((V*LUV (g> L)T(X))V* e M^ 

=» (v*u}v<B>t)T(x)eMVv, 

and 

(pv((cj (g> t)r(x)) = (p((vuv* <g> L)T(VXV*)) 

= vu}v*(l)ip(vxv*) 

= u(l)(pv(x). 

Hence, <pv is a left Haar weight on G, and so there exists Â  > 0 such that ipv = \v<p 

(see also the proof of [3, Proposition 4.2.]). 

Then we clearly have the following. 

Definition and Proposition 3.3.2. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. 

Then the map (3 : v \-> Xv from Gr(G) into R* is a continuous homomorphism. We 

denote by GR the image of /3 which is a subgroup o/R*. • 
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3.4 Examples 

3.4.1 Woronowicz's Compact Matrix Pseudogroups 

Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, UN = [uZJ] an N x iV (JV G N) matrix with entries 

belonging to A, and A be the *-subalgebra of A generated by the entries of UN-

Then G = (A, UN) is called a compact matrix pseudogroup [54, Definition 1.1.] if the 

following hold: 

1. A is dense in A; 

2. there exists a C*-homomorphism T from A to A®mmA, the minimal tensor 

product of A with itself, such that: 

AT 

fc-i 

3. there exists a linear anti-multiplicative map K : A -+ A such that 

ft((tt(a*)*)) = a 

for all a e A, and 

J2ku^K(ukj) = <^1. 

for a lH. j = 1,2,...,7V. 

Theorem 3.4.1. [55, Remark 2.] There exists a compact quantum group G — 

(L°°(G), f, ip) such that C0(G) = A and f |Co(G) = T. 
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Theorem 3.4.2. Let G = (A, UN) be a compact matrix pseudogroup. Then G is 

homeomorphic to a compact subgroup of GLN(<C), hence a compact Lie group. 

Proof. Define the map 

$ : sp(A) ^ MN(C) , f^[f(ut])l3. 

Then $ is injective since {ul3} generates A. For all / ,g 6 sp(A) C M(G), we have: 

®U*9) = Lf*0K)]y 

= [(/®0)rK,)],, 
N 

= {{f ® g)Yl^Uik ® Uk^ 
fc=i 

N 

= E/Kfc)p(«fcj)]tj 
fc=i 

= [/(«.j)]*j[^(w,j)]«j 

So, $ is an injective group homomorphism. Obviously lm($) C GLN(C). 

Since each of the maps / H-» /(?%) is continuous, $ is also continuous. By Theorem 

3.2.16, G is compact, and therefore $ is a homeomorphism onto its image. • 

3.4.2 SUU(N) 

Definition 3.4.1. The quantum group SU^N), \i G (0,1] and N > 2, introduced 

and studied by Woronowicz [58], is the compact matrix pseudogroup (A, UN) with the 

following properties: 
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3- ECTesw(-^)7(aV(i),T(i)---Wa(AO,T(AO = ( - / " ) / ( T ) Vr G S,v; 

^- ECTesiV(-^)/(<7)wa(i),fc1---«Cr(iv),% = 0 ifh = kj for some i,j, 

where 1(a) = \{(i,j) : i < j , cr(j') < <r(i)}| is £/ie number of inversions. 

If // = 1 we have CoiSU^N)) = C(SU(N)). If /x ^ 1, then C0(5£^(iV)) is a non-

commutative C*-algebra which is a deformation of C(SU(N)). 

In the above definition, properties (1) and (2) should be understood as the U part, 

and (3) and (4) as the S part of SU^(N). 

The proof of the next theorem mimics the proof of [29, Proposition 17] for the 

special case n = 2. In this case, the argument is simpler, but the statement is stronger. 

Theorem 3.4.3. Let G = SU^(2). 

1. Iffi = l, thenG = SU{2); 

2. if v£ (0,1), then G = T. 

Proof. The first statement follows from Example 3.2.1. To show the second statement, 

let 

$ : sp(CQ(SUlx(2))) -> GL2{C) 

be as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.2, and / 6 sp(Co(S 1/^(2))). It is easy to verify that 

T C Jm($), under the identification of T with the matrices of the form 

•w- (JS) 
where A € T. We now show that any element in im($) is of this form. It is clear 
from properties (1) and (2) in definition 3.4.1 that $ ( / ) is unitary. Let 

*(/) = ( lU I12 ) • 
\ A21 ^22 / 
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Then property (3) implies the equations: 

A11A22 ~~ /i^12-^21 = 1 

—//A11A22 + A12A21 = —/i 

which have the unique solutions: 

A12A21 = 0 and AnA22 = 1. 

But since any 2 x 2 unitary matrix is of the form: 

f a p\ 
\-P * ) 

where aa + /3/3 = 1, we must have: 

An = A22 and Ai2 = A2t = 0. 

So we obtain: 

*(/) = ( "o1 I ) • 
• 

The following result requiers some basic Lie theory. 

Theorem 3.4.4. [29, Proposition 17.] There is a neighborhood VL of 1 such that for 

allien eQ., we have G = T^"1, where G 21 SU^N). 

3.4.3 E„(2) and its Dual 

In [57] Woronowicz defined the non-compact quantum group £^(2) for a parameter 

/i € (0,1), and studied some of its properties and those of its dual. This quantum 
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group is regarded as one of the simplest examples of a non-compact, non-Kac, locally 

compact quantum group. 

We first present the definition of this quantum group. 

Let (ek,i)k,iez be the canonical basis for 12{[L x Z). Define operators v and n on 

Z2(Z x Z) as follows: 

{ vekj = ek-U 

nek,i = /J>kek,i+i. 

Then v is a unitary and n is a normal operator with sp(n) C CM, where 

C" := {z G C : z = 0 or \z\ € / iZ}. 

Definition and Theorem 3.4.5. [57, Section l.J Co(£'A1(2)) zs defined to be the 

non-unital C*-algebra generated by the operators of the form T,vkfk(n), where k runs 

over a finite set uf integers, and fk 6 Co(C ). 

The co-multiplication T is defined on £^(2) in the following way: 

T(v) = v ® v 

T(n) = v ®n + n®v . 

Then there exists a locally compact quantum group G = (L°°(G), T, <p, tp), such that 

C0(G) = C0(E^(2)), and f |Co(G) = T. 

Note that neither v nor n belong to Co(£^(2)), but from the definition is clear 

how to define T on elements in CQ(EI1(2)). 

The following result gives a universal property for £^(2), which proves useful in 

studying its structure. 
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Theorem 3.4.6. [57, Theorem 1.1.] 

1. Let 7r he a *-representation ofCo(Ell(2)) on a Hilbert space H, and put v = ir(v), 

h = Tc(n). Then v is unitary, h is normal with sp(h) C C , and we have: 

vhv = [in. 

2. Any pair (v,n) of operators acting on a Hilbert space H, which satisfy the above 

properties, is of the form v — 7r(v), h — 7r(n), where IT is a *-representation of 

C 0 (^ (2) ) on H. 

U 

Using theorem 3 4.6, we can easily calculate GgM(2). 

Theorem 3.4.7. We have a group homeomorphism-

rEM(2) = 1 . 

Proof. By Theorem 3.4.6, there is a character fi on Co(.EM(2)) such that f±(v) — 1 

and fi(n) = 0. Then for every / € C 0 (^(2))* we have: 

fi*f(v) - (fi®f)r(v) = (f1®f)(v®v) 

= Mv)f(v) = f(v), 

fi*f(n) = (fi®f)T(n) = {f1®f)(v®n + n®v) 

- h(v)f(n) + A(n)f(v) = f(n). 

Similarly, / * /1 = / and so CQ{EIX{2))* is unital. Hence, by Theorem 2.5.6, we see 
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that -5^(2) is co-amenable, whence by Theorem 3.2.13 we obtain: 

G ^ sp(C0(E^2))). 

In view of Theorem 3.4.6, for any z G T, we can define a character fz on CQ(EI1(2)) 

such that fz(v) = z and fz(n) = 0. 

Conversely, if / G sp(Co(E)I(2))), then by Theorem 3.4.6 again, f{v) is a unitary and 

f[n) is a normal operator on C, and we have: f{n) = f(v)f(n)f(v) = nf{n). Since 

/j, 7̂  1, we must have / (n) = 0. Put z := /(w) G T. So / = / z . Moreover, for z, z' G T 

we have: 

/* * A'(v) = (fz <8> / * ' ) ! » = (/* (8) /z0(v <8> t>) 

= fz(v)fz'(y) = zz' = fzz'(v), 

fz * A'(n) = (A ® /*')r(ra) - (/z ® / z /)(v®n + n®v) 

= fz(v)fz,{n) + fz(n)fz>(v) = 0 = /«,(n) . 

Hence fz * fz< = jzz>. • 

In [57] Woronowicz has also described -5^(2), the dual quantum group of 2?M(2). 

Similarly to £^(2), this quantum group is also determined by two operators n and 

v, with co-multiplication determined by T(n) = h<g>l + l®n, r(t)) = v®^ + ii~?~®v. 

The dual quantum group E^{2) has a universal property as well, which makes it easy 

to find our group. In the following, we rewrite this property for the one dimensional 

unitary representations of CQ{EI1{2)). 

Theorem 3.4.8. [57, theorem 3.1., special case] f G sp(Co(EMi(2))) if and only if 

f(v) = 0 and f(n) G Z. • 
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Theorem 3.4.9. We have the group homeomorphism: G?rs\ — Z. 

Proof. For any s G Z we define / s € Mor(C0(E^2)),C) by A(£) = 0, fs(h) = s. 

Then it is clear from Theorem 3.4.8 that the map s i—> fs G sp(Co(£,
At(2))) is a 

bi-continuous bijection. 

For s, s' G Z we have: 

fs*fs'(v) = {fs®fs>)r{v) = (fs®fs')(v®^+fi-2 ®i>) 

= fs(v)fA^) + fs(^)fAv) = o 

= fs+s>(v), 

fs*fs'{h) = (/s®/s/)r(n) = (/a(g»/s/)(w®l + l(8)ri) 

= Un)fAl) + fs(l)fAn) = s + s' 

= fs+s'(n). 

So / s * /S' = /s f s / . n 

3.4.4 Behaviour of G under Na tu ra l Const ruc t ions 

There are several ways of constructing new locally compact quantum groups from 

existing ones, such as tensor products, crossed products and bi-crossed products (see, 

e.g., [42], [8], [59], [3]). 

The relation between the intrinsic group of the resulting structure and the original 

one, has already been studied for most of the above-mentioned types of constructions. 

Here we discuss some examples of these constructions and the results regarding the 

behavior of the intrinsic groups. 
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1. Tensor product 

Let Gj = (Mi, Tj, (fi, ipt), i = 1,2 be Kac algebras. Then M\®M2 can be endowed 

with a Kac algebra structure with co-multiplication 

r = (4<8>x<8>0(ri<8>r 2 ) 

where x '• M\®M2 —>• M2®M\ is the flip map. We also have: 

(M{®M2) = MX®M2. 

Proposition 3.4.10. [7, Proposition 3.2.] Let Gi and G2 be Kac algebras. Then we 

have: 

Gr(Loc(G1)®Lco(G2)) ^ Gr(Gi) x Gr(G2), 

i.e., the intrinsic group of the tensor product of two Kac algebras is homeomorphic to 

the product of their intrinsic groups. • 

2. Crossed product of a Kac algebra by a locally compact group 

Let G = (L°°(G), T, <p,i)) be a Kac algebra and G a locally compact group. A a-

weakly continuous homomorphism a : G —> Aut(L°°(G)) is called an action of G on 

G if we have 

r o ag = (ag <g> otg) o r 

and 

i? o ag = ag o R 

for all g G G. We define a normal injective map TT : L°°(G) -> L0O(G)®L0O(G) by 

(T(x)O(y) = a,-i(*)£(</) (* € L°°(G), £ G L2(G) ® L2(G), <? G G). 
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We denote by L°°(G) Ka G, the von Neumann algebra generated by ir(L°°(G)) and 

ls(L2(G)) ® FA^(G) in B(L2(G)®2£2(G)), and call it the crossed product of L°°(G) by 

G via a. The algebra L°°(G) txa G can be endowed with a Kac algebra structure (see 

[8]), denoted by G xQ G, with co-multiplication: 

f(7r(x)) = (7r®7r)(r(a:)) (x E L°°(G)), 

T(l®y) = (lB(L2(G))(8)x<8)lG)(l®l(8)fG(i/)) (yeVN(G)) 

where To denote the co-multiplication of VN(G). 

Proposition 3.4.11. [7, Proposition 3.4-] Let G be a Kac algebra, G a locally com

pact group, and let a be an action ofG on G. Then we have a group homeomorphism: 

Gr(GxaG) ^ Gr(G) x a G , 

i.e., the intrinsic group of the crossed product Kac algebra is homeomorphic to the 

semi-direct product of the original intrinsic group and the acting group G, where in 

the latter, the action is the restriction of the original action. • 

3. Matched pairs of locally compact groups 

Let G and H be locally compact groups. Consider a left action a of G on H, and a 

right action (5 of H on G. Suppose that the following maps are continuous: 

G x H -> H, (g,s) *-> ag(s) 

GxH^G, (g,s)^(3s(g). 
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Suppose further that 

Pst(g) = Ps(Pt(g)), oig(st) = aptig)(s)ag(t) for all (s,t,g) <G H x H x G, 

agh(s) = ag(ah(s)), /3s(gh) = Pah{s)(g)ps(h) for all (g, h, s) € G x G x H. 

Then we call (G, if) a matched pair of groups. Now we define 

a:L°°{H) -> L°°{G x H), 

(af)(g,s) = f(ag(s)). 

Then we have: 

(rG <8> t)a = (t ®a)a 

where Fa denotes the co-multiplication of L°°(G). We define the crossed product 

von Neumann algebra M as the von Neumann algebra generated by a(L"°(H)) and 

VN (G) 0 1B(LHH)) in B(L2(G)®2L
2(H)) We further define the unitary W on L2(G x 

HxGx H) by 

(W^Xs. s> ^ *) = £{PaB{8)-H{h)g, s, h, ag(s)-H). 

Using W, we define a co-multiplication on M as follows: 

T(x) = W*(1B{L2{GXH)) ® x)W (xeM). 

One can show that this yields a locally compact quantum group - in fact, a Kac 

algebra - which we shall denote by GH*.ac ( see [28]). 
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Theorem 3.4.12. [59, Theorem 2.5] Let (G,H,a,j3) be a matched pair of groups. 

Then we have a group homeomorphism: 

Gr(GH«aG) * HKaG? 

where G^ is the set of elements in G which are fixed under the action ft. 

• 

3.5 Applications 

In this section, we investigate the relation between the structure of G and that of G. 

3.5.1 Intrinsic Group and Unimodularity of the Quantum 

Group 

Let G be a locally compact quantum group. The main goal of this section (Theorem 

3.5.11) is to show that if both G and G are small, then G is of a very specific type, 

namely a unimodular Kac algebra. 

Recall that 8lt 6 Gr[G) for all t e R, where S is the modular element of G (cf. 

Theorem 2.4.1). Hence, we obviously have the following. 

Proposition 3.5.1. If Gr{G) = {1}, then G is unimodular. • 

But since the map t —> Slt is strongly continuous, we can even say more: 

Proposition 3.5.2. If Gr(G) is discrete, then G is unimodular. 

Proof. The map 

R3t^->5lt e Gr(G) 
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being continuous, its range must be connected. But since Gr(G) is discrete, the 

range must be a single point. Therefore, we obtain 5lt = 1 for all t G R, which implies 

5=1. • 

Combining Proposition 3.5.2 with Theorem 3.4.9, we obtain the following. 

Corollary 3.5.3. The quantum group -5^(2) is unimodular. • 

It turns out that we can still do one more step in strengthening Propositions 3.5.2. 

We denote the center of a group G by Z(G). 

Lemma 3.5.4. [3, Proposition 4.2.] We have: 5lt G Z(GV(G)) for allteR. • 

Hence, we arrive at the following. 

Theorem 3.5.5. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. IfZ(Gr(G)) is discrete, 

then G is unimodular. • 

Lemma 3.5.6. Let <3>, ty he weak* continuous linear maps on L°°(G). If 

f / ® $ ) o r = ( t ® f ) o r or ($<g>i)or = (*<g>t)or 

then <£ = \l/. 

Proof. Assume that (L®$)OF = (ustyoT. Then, for all x G L°°(G) and u G L1(G), 

we have: 

$((w ® /)r(x)) = ^{(LO <8> L)F{X)). 

Since the set { (w ® t)rfx) : w G L^G) ,^ G L°°(G) } is weak* dense in L°°(G), the 

conclusion follows. The argument assuming the second relation is analogous. • 

Lemma 3.5.7. If 5 = 1 and of = rt for all t e l , then rt = af = L for all t e l , 

and G is a Kac algebra. 
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Proof. Since 8 = 1, we have af = erf for all i e l . Moreover, since af = rt, we 

have, by Theorem 2.4.2: 

Trt = {rt®Tt)Y={af®af)T, 

Trt = {af®aft)T. 

So we obtain: 

{af ® OU ® <?!t)T = {af ®L){L® af)T, 

which implies that {L ® a_t)T = {t® af)T. Now, Lemma 3.5.6 yields a_t = af, i.e., 

aft = t, for all t G R. Hence, rt = at = af = t for all t 6 l , and therefore G is a Kac 

algebra, by Remark 2.4.3. • 

Proposi t ion 3.5.8. IfG and G are both unimodular, then G is a Kac algebra,. 

Proof. Since 8—1, Proposition 2.6.3 implies that Nlt = A^, hence af — rt, for all 

t G R. Since, in addition, 8 = 1, Lemma 3.5.7 yields the claim. • 

In particular, combining Theorem 3.5.5 and Proposition 3.5.8 we see that for a uni

modular locally compact quantum group G, the smallness of the group G forces the 

quantum group G to be of Kac type: 

Theorem 3.5.9. Let G be a unimodular locally compact quantum group. If Z(G) is 

discrete, then G is a Kac algebra. • 

Since every compact quantum group is unimodular, we obtain the following. 

Corollary 3.5.10. Let G be a compact quantum group. If Z{<G) is discrete, then G 

is a Kac algebra. • 

The class of non-Kac compact quantum groups is one of the most important and 

well-known classes of non-classical quantum groups. Some important examples of 
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such objects are deformations of compact Lie groups, such as Woronowicz's famous 

SU^(N), which we have discussed in Section 3.4.2. This shows the significance of our 

Corollary 3.5.10: 

there is some richness of classical information in these classes of quantum structures! 

Now we are at the point of stating the main theorem of this section, which shows in 

particular that for a non-Kac locally compact quantum group, both G and G cannot 

be small at the same time. 

Theorem 3.5.11. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. If Z(G) and Z(G) are 

both discrete, then G is a unimodular Kac algebra. 

Proof. Since Z(G) is discrete, G is unimodular by Theorem 3.5.5, and hence our 

assertion follows from Theorem 3.5.9, applied to G. • 

3.5.2 Intrinsic Group and Traciality of the Haar Weight 

If ip is a left Haar weight of a locally compact quantum group G, then ip = cp o R 

is easily seen to be a right Haar weight for G. Therefore, the left Haar weight is 

tracial if and only if the right Haar weight is. There is a strong connection between 

the group G, assigned to G, and traciality of the Haar weights, especially in the Kac 

algebra case. Since the scaling group rt in this case is trivial, Theorem 2.4.2 implies: 

Taf = (i®af)T Vt G R, (3.1) 

and so af e CBa
cov{L°°{G)) ^ Gr(G). Thus, we obtain, by Remark 1.4.6, the follow

ing. 
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Proposition 3.5.12. [7, Corollary 2.4] Let G be a Kac algebra, and A^ be the 

modular operator associated to ip. Then A^ £ Gr(G') for all t G R. • 

Combining Proposition 3.5.12 with Remark 1.4.6 we see that if G is a Kac algebra 

such that G is trivial, then <p is tracial. Similarly to Proposition 3.5.2, the fact that 

the map t H-» af is strongly continuous, allows us to further generalize this result. 

Theorem 3.5.13. Let G be a Kac algebra. If G is discrete, then <p is tracial. • 

Remark 3.5.14. Since equation (3.1) holds also for any locally compact quantum 

group with trivial scaling group, Theorem 3.5.13 also holds for any such locally com

pact quantum group. 

Proposition 2.6.3 implies that if a locally compact quantum group G is unimodu-

lar, i.e., 5=1, with trivial scaling group, i.e., TV = 1, then we have A^ = 1, i.e., (p is 

tracial, and vice versa (cf. 1.4.6). In particular, we can state the following. 

Proposition 3.5.15. [13, Proposition 6.1.2} Let G be a Kac algebra. Then G is 

unimodular if and only if (p is tracial. 

Remark 3.5.16. Applying Proposition 3.5.2, we can also derive Theorem 3.5.13 

Proposition 3.5.15. 

We have seen in Theorem 3.5.9 that for a unimodular locally compact quantum 

group G, the smallness of G forces the quantum group to be a Kac algebra. The 

situation is similar for traciality: 

Proposition 3.5.17. Let G be a locally compact quantum group with tracial Haar 

weight. If Gr(G) is discrete, then G is a Kac algebra. 

Proof. Since Gr(G) is discrete, we have 5 = 1. Also, traciality of <p implies that 
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r = Taf = (rt ® at)T = (rt ® L)T, 

for all t e R , which implies that r = i, by Lemma 3.5.6. Hence, G is a Kac algebra, 

by Theorem 2.4.3. • 

Moreover, combining Proposition 3.5.15 with Theorem 3.5.11, we obtain a stronger 

version of the latter. 

Theorem 3.5.18. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. If Z(G) and Z(G) are 

both discrete, then G is a unimodular Kac algebra with tracial Haar weight. • 

3.5.3 Intrinsic Group and Amenability of the Quantum Group 

In this last section we investigate the question of whether amenability passes from G 

t o G . 

Definition 3.5.1. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. We define NQ to be 

the sub von Neumann algebra of L°°(G) generated by Gr(G). 

For the following, recall that we denote by S the antipode of G (see Definition 

2.3.1). 

Lemma 3.5.19. [25, Proposition 5.33.] Let a,b G L°°(G) be such that a ® 1 = 

r (x)( l <S> y) and b ® 1 = (1 ® x)T(y) for some x,y £ L°°(G). Then a G V(S) and 

S(a) = b. 

Theorem 3.5.20. Let G be a locally compact quantum group such that Mv (~) NQ is 

weakly dense in NQ. Then we have the identification: 

NG * VN(Gr(G)). 
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Proof. It is obvious that the restriction of T to NQ defines a co-multiplication on NQ, 

and by our assumption, on NQ, the restriction of ip to NQ is an n.s.f. left invariant 

weight on NQ. NOW, let v G Gr(G), then, by Lemma 3.5.19 (with a = x = v, b = 

y = v*), we have v G T>(S), and S(v) = v*. This implies r_t(v) = S2(v) = v, and 

it follows that rt(v) = v for all v G Gr(G) and t e R . Hence, we obtain R(v) = v* 

for any v G Gr(G), and so R(NQ) C TV©, which implies that ip o R defines a right 

Haar weight on NQ. Therefore, NQ can be given a locally compact quantum group 

structure. Obviously, it is co-commutative, and so NQ = VN(Gr(G)), by Theorem 

2.].2. • 

Corollary 3 .5 .21. If G is a compact quantum group, then 

NQ ^ VN(Gr{G)). 

D 

Let % : NQ ^-> L°°(G) be the canonical injection. Obviously, i is weak"*-continuous, 

so we have the pre-adjoint map z* : L1(G) -» (NQ)*. 

L e m m a 3.5.22. The map i„ : L-'(G) --» (A^)* «s a completely bounded algebra ho-

momorphism. 

Proof. Let u>i,u2 G L1(G) and t/ G Afe. Then we have: 

{U{(jj\*u}2),y) = (wi *u2,i(y)) = (ui *u2,y) 

= {ui®u)2,r(y)) = (ui ®w2 , (i®i)T(y)) 

= (UM <8>v(w2),r(j/)) = (i*(^i) *i»(cj2),2/). 

So i*(a;i *w2) = U(OJ{) * i*(w2). D 
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If a locally compact quantum group G satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.5.20, 

then VN(Gr(G)) = Gr(G)" n L°°(G), and by the above we have a surjective contin

uous algebra homomorphism i* : L1(G) —» A(Gr(G)). Therefore, in this case, many 

of the algebraic properties of L1(G) will be satisfied by the Fourier algebra of the 

intrinsic group as well. 

There are many different equivalent characterizations of amenability for a locally 

compact group. The question of whether the quantum counterpart of these conditions 

are equivalent as well, remains unsolved in many important instances. 

In the following, we present a few of those equivalent characterizations in the 

group case which can be found for instance in [41]. 

Theorem 3.5.23. For a locally compact group G, the following are equivalent: 

i. G is amenable; 

2. L1{G) is an amenable Banach algebra; 

3. A(G) has a bounded approximate identity (BAI); 

4- A(G) is operator amenable. • 

The equivalence (1) 44- (2) is due to Johnson (1972), (1) <=>• (3) is Leptin's theorem 

(1968), and (1) & (4) is due to Ruan (1995). 

Proposition 3.5.24. Let G be a discrete quantum group. / /L1(G) has a BAI, then 

G is amenable (and discrete). 

Proof. Since G is compact, by Corollary 3.5.21, we have NG = VN(Gr(G)). If (ua) 

is a BAI for Ll(G), then as easily seen (i*(wQ)) is a BAI for A(Gr(G)), whence Gr(G) 

is amenable, by Theorem 3.5.23. • 
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Proposition 3.5.25. Let G be a discrete quantum group. If LX(G) is operator 

amenable, then G is amenable. 

Proof. Since G is discrete, we have, by Lemma 3.5.22, a completely bounded surjective 

algebra homomorphism from L1(G) onto A(G). Since L1(G) is operator amenable, 

then so is ^4(G). Hence, by Theorem 3.5.23, G is amenable. • 

Proposition 3.5.26. Let G be a discrete quantum group. If Ll{G) is an amenable 

Banach algebra, then G is almost abelian. 

Proof. The argument is analogous to the one given in Proposition 3.5.25, but instead 

of Theorem 3.5.23, we use [16, Theorem 2.3], stating that A{G) is amenable if and 

only if G is almost abelian. • 

Theorem 3.5.27. [47, Theorem 3.8.] A discrete quantum group G is amenable if 

and only if G is co-amenable. • 

Combining Theorem 3.5.27 and Proposition 3.5.24 we obtain the following. 

Theorem 3.5.28. Let G be a discrete quantum group. If G is amenable, then so is 

G. D 
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Chapter 4 

Convolution Algebras over Locally 

Compact Quan tum Groups 

In [30] Neufang defined a new product on 7~(L2(G)), the space of trace class operators 

on L2(G) for a locally compact group G. While the usual composition of operators 

can be regarded as a non-commutative version of the pointwise product, this new 

product can be viewed as non-commutative convolution. This is justified by the fact 

that the canonical quotient map from T(L2(G)) with this product onto Ll(G) with 

convolution becomes a homomorphism. Neufang in [30] studied various properties of 

the Banacb algebra T(L2(G)) endowed with this product. 

In this chapter we investigate these Banach algebra structures in the context of 

general locally compact quantum groups. After deriving some of the basic properties, 

we study the relation between cohomological properties of T(L2(G)) and properties 

of the locally compact quantum group G. In particular, we generalize some of the 

results proved by Pirkovskii in [34] to the case of locally compact quantum groups. 
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4.1 Convolution and Pointwise Product for Locally 

Compact Quantum Groups 

In this section we define a quantum analogous of the convolution and pointwise prod

ucts for a locally compact quantum group. 

Definition 4.1.1. Let G be a locally compact quantum group, and V G L0O(G/)®L°o(G) 

its right fundamental unitary. We can lift the co-products T and T to B{L2(G)), still 

using the same notation, as follows: 

T : B(L2(G)) —-> £(L2(G))®L°°(G) : x -> V(x <g> 1)V*, 

f : B{L2(G)) —> £(L2(G))®L°°(G') : x ^V'{x®l)V'*. 

Then r * , l \ : T(L2(G))<§T(L2(G)) —> T(L2(G)) define two different products on 

T(L2(G)). We denote them by *,• respectively. We also denote by T*(G) and T.(G) 

the Banach algebras (7~(L2(G)),*) and (T(L2(G)), •), respectively. 

If G = L°°(G) for a locally compact group G, then 7^(G) is the convolution 

algebra introduced by Neufang in [30]. Also, the canonical quotient map from T,(G) 

onto A(G) with pointwise product becomes a Banach algebra homomorphism. 

Lemma 4.1.1. The canonical quotient map n : %(G) -» L1(G) and the trace map 

tr : %(G) —> C are Banach algebra homomorphisms. 

Proof. For all p, n € %{G) and x G L°°(G) we have: 

{TT(P * 77), a;) = (p * r/, 2) = (p <8> 77, r(x)). 
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Since r ( x ) G L00(G)(g)L00(G), we obtain: 

(p <g> 77, r(x)> = <7r(/o) (8) 7r(77), r(a;)> = (n(p) * ^(77), x). 

Hence, n(p * rj) = 7r(p) * 71(77). 

Also, we have: 

tr{p*r]) = (p*7/ , l ) = (p®r7,r( l )> 

= (p® 77,1(8)1) = (p,l)(7y,l) 

= tr(p)tr(r)). 

• 
The above proposition allows us to define (right) 7^(G)-module structures on L*(G) 

and C as follows: 

/ .p = /* 7 r (p ) and X.p = Xtr(p) (p e %(G), f £ L\G),\ e £). 

In the following, we will show that some of the topological properties of G can be 

deduced from these module structures. 

First we prove some properties of the lifted co-products and their induced multipli

cations. 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let x e B(L2(G)). IfT(x) =y®l for some y G B(L2(G)) then we 

havex = ye L°°(G). 

Proof. For every u> G B(L2(G))* we have: 

((L <g> UJ)V)X = (L <g> u)(V(x <g> 1)) = (t<g> u){(y ® 1)V) = y{(t <g> w)l/). 
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yj~ 

Since L°°(G') = {(t <g> UJ)V : w G £(L2(G))*} , we get a'x = yo! for all a! G L°°(G'). 

In particular for a' = 1, it follows that x — y, and since d'x = xd' for all a! G L°°(G'), 

we have x G I/°°(G). 

• 

Lemma 4.1.3. Let x € B(L2{G)). IfT(x) = 1 <g> y, /or some y G B(L2(G)), tfzen 

xGL°°(G') andy G L°°(G). 

Proo/. Recall that V G L00(G')®L00(G). So (l<g>j/) = V{x®l)V* G £(L2(G))®L°°(G), 

which implies y G L°°(G). Similarly, x <g> 1 = F*(l ® j /)y G L00(G')®L00(G) implies 

that x G L°° (<&')• 

D 

Corollary 4.1.4. Let x G 5(L2(G)). 1/T(x) = 1 <8>x, tAen x G CI. 

Proof If F(x) = 1 (g) x, the previous lemma implies that x G L°°(G) fl L°°(G'), which 

equals Cl, by Theorem 2.6.1. 

D 

4.2 Basic Relations Between G and its Convolu

tion Algebras 

In this section we investigate topological and amenability-type relations between a 

quantum group and its convolution algebras. 

The following proposition is known and has been stated in many different places. 

But we include the proof in order to let the reader compare this with the result we 

prove immediately thereafter. 
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Proposition 4.2.1. Let G he a locally compact quantum group. Then the following 

hold: 

1. Ll(G) has a left (right) identity if and only if G is discrete. 

2. Ll{G) has a bounded left (right) approximate identity if and only if G is co-

amenable. 

Proof. 1. Assume e be a left identity for L1(G) and let er = e o R, where R is 

the unitary antipode of G. Also, for each / E I/1(G), let / ' = / o R~l. Then, for 

x E L°°(G), we have: 

(f*er,x) = (f®er,T(x)) 

= (f'®e,(R®R)T(x)) 

= {e®f',T(R(x))) 

= {e*f',R(x)) 

= (f',R(x)) 

= {f,x). 

Therefore, er is a right identity and so e = er is an identity for L1(G). 

2. Let ea be a bounded left approximate identity for L1(G), and let f' = fo R"1 and 

e« = eao R. Then, for all / E L1 (G) we have 

l i m | | / * e ; - / | | = l i m | | ( e a * / ' ) o i 2 - / / o i 2 | | 
a a 

= l i m | | e a * / ' - / ' | | - ^ 0 . 
a 

Therefore, er
a is a bounded right approximate identity, and so G has a bounded 

approximate identity. O 
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Proposition 4.2.2. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then the following 

hold: 

1. %(G) does not have a left identity, unless G is trivial, and it has a right identity 

if and only if G is discrete; 

2. 71(G) does not have a left approximate identity, unless G is trivial, and it has 

a bounded right approximate identity if and only if G is co-amenable. 

Proof. 1. Let U>Q 6 B(L2(G))* be a non-zero normal functional, whose restriction to 

L°°(G) is zero. Since F(B(L2(G))) C B(L2(G))®L°°(G), we have 

(p * uQ, X) = (u0, (p®i)Y(x)) = 0, 

for every p G B(L2(G))* and x G B(L2(G)), which obviously implies that there does 

not exist a left identity, unless G is trivial. 

Now, let G be discrete, e G L1(G) be the unit element, and e G T(L2(G)) be 

a norm preserving weak*-extension of e. Then, for all p G T*(G), x G L°°(G) and 

x G L°°(G), we have 

(p*e, xx) = (p<S> e.T(x)(x ®1)) = (xp<S) e,T(x)) 

= (ix(xp) ®i[(e),T(x))) = (7r(xp) * e,x) 

= {n(xp),x) = (xp, x) = (p, xx), 

where ir : T(L2(G)) -» L1(G) is the canonical quotient map. Since the span of 

{xx : x G L°°(G),x G L°°(G)} is weak* dense in B(L2(G)) (Theorem 2.6.2), the 

assertion follows. 

Conversely, assume that %(G) has a right identity e. Then, since the canonical 
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quotient map TT : %(G) —¥ L1(G) is a surjective homomorphism, 7r(e) is clearly a 

right identity for L1(G), whence G is discrete by Theorem 4.2.1. 

2. Similarly to the first part, one can show that 7^(G) cannot possess a left approxi

mate identity, unless it is trivial (equal to C). 

Let G be co-amenable. Then, by Theorem 2.5.6, there exists a net (£8) of unit 

vectors in L2(G) such that | |^*(^0^) _ V®£i\\ ->• 0 for all unit vector n G L2(G). 

Now, for all x G B(H) and rj G H with ||a;|| = ||7y|| = 1 we have 

\(ur,*uzt -u)v,x)\ = |(^(x®l)y*(77®^,),77®^)-((x®l)(77(8)e,),77®et>| 

= K(x®l)(V*(77<8>e,)-77 .̂),̂ *(77<8>e,)> + 

((x®l)(77®4t), ^*(T?®&) - r/®e.)l 

< 2||V"(77<g>&)-*7<g&H-K). 

Since the span of {CJ,, : 77 G L2(G)} is norm dense in T(L2(G)) it follows that u^ is a 

right bounded approximate identity for 71(G). 

Conversely, assume that X-(G) has a bounded right approximate identity ea. 

Then, since TT : %(G) —> L1(G) is a surjective homomorphism, 7i(ea) is clearly a 

bounded right approximate identity for Ll(G). Hence, G is co-amenable by Theorem 

4.2.1. 

• 
The following is a slight generalization of [4, Proposition 3.1]. 

Proposi t ion 4.2.3. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then G is compact if 

and only if there exists a non-zero left (right) invariant positive functional on CQ(G). 

Proof. For the non-trivial implication let / G M(G) be a non-zero left invariant 

positive functional on CQ(G), and let UJ G Ll(G) be a normal state. From the left 
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invariance of / , we have: 

u*f=(u, 1) / = / . 

Since L1(G) is an ideal in M(G), this implies that / G L1(G). Now, by equation 

(1.3), there exists a net of normal functionals (UJZ) on L°°(G), such that 

<Kx) = lim (wt, x) Vx G L°°(G). 

For x G .Mv we then have: 

(f,l)1>(x) = ^((i®f)T(x)) = \i^(ujl)(i®f)Y(x)) 

% 

= lim (f,(ajt®i)T(x)) = lim{f,x)(u>l,l) 

= (f,x)l\m(ojt,l) = {f,x)iP(l). 

Hence t/j(l) < oo, and G is therefore compact. D 

The convolution product of L1(G) can be extended to an action of L1(G) on 

L°°(G)*. Let / G Ll(G) and F G L°°(G)*. Define: 

(x,p*F):=((p®L)T(x),F) 

for all x G L°°(G). Similarly, the convolution product of %(G) is extended to an 

action of 7Z(G) on B(L2(G))*. 

Proposition 4.2.4. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then the following 

hold: 

1. G is compact if and only if there exists a state <p G 71(G) such that 

{p*ip,xx) = (p*<p,xx) = (p,x)((p,x) (4.1) 
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for all x G L°°(G), x G L°°(G) and p G 7;(G); 

2. G is amenable if and only if there exists a state F G 7^(G)** such that 

(xx, p* F) = (xx, p * F) = {p, x) (x, F) 

for all x G L°°(G); x G L°°(G) and p G %(G). 

Proof 1. Suppose that G is compact with normal Haar state ip, and (p G 71(G) is a 

norm preserving extension of if. Then (p is a state (since \\(p\\ = <p(l) = 1), and we 

have: 

{p*(p,xx) = (p® (p, T(x)(x (g> 1)) = (xp® <p, T(x)) 

= (TT(XP) ® 7r(ip), T(x)) = {ir(xp) * Ti(ip), a;) 

= (7r(£p),l)(^,z) = (£\p, l)(<p,x) 

= (p,x)((p,x) = {p,x)(<p,x). 

In a similar way, we can show that (p * <p, xx) = (p, x)((p, x). 

Conversely, suppose such a state <p G 71(G) exists. Let ip = ir(ip) G L1(G)+ and 

/ G i 1 (G) , and let / G 7^(G) be a weak*-extension of / . Then, by putting x = 1 in 

equation (4.1), we have 

(f*(p,x) = W)*n(0),x) = (f*<p,x) = (f,l)(<p,x) = (f,l)((p,x) 

for all x G L°°(G). Hence, ip is a left invariant state in Ll(G), and so G is compact, 

by Proposition 4.2.3. 

2. Suppose G is amenable. Let F G L°°(G)* be an invariant mean, and F G 

B(L2(G))* an state extension of F. We can find a net (pa) in T*(G), converging 
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to F in the weak*-topology. Then we have: 

(xx,p*F) = ({P®L)T{XX),F) 

= lim(pa,{p®L)(r(x)(x®l)} 
a 

= lim (pa, (xp <g) t)T(x)) 
a 

= ]im{Tr(pa),{ir(xp)<S)i)T(x)) 
a 

= ((Tr(xp)®L)T(x),F) 

= (TT(XP,1){X:F) 

= (xp,l){x,F) 

= (p,x)(x,F) 

= {p,x)(x,F). 

An analogous argument yields that (p * F,xx) = (p,x)(x, F). 

Conversely, if such F exists, then, similarly to part 1, we can show that the 

restriction of F to L°°(G) is an invariant mean on G. • 

4.3 Cohomological Properties of Convolution Al

gebras 

In this section, we shall consider various module structures associated with convo

lution algebras over a locally compact quantum group. In [34] it was shown that 

topological properties of a locally compact group G - such as compactness and dis

creteness - are equivalent to cohomological properties - such as projectivity and 

flatness - of certain convolution algebras over the group G. Our goal here is to prove 

similar results in the quantum setting. 
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First, we briefly recall some standard definitions and notations from the cohomol-

ogy theory of Banach algebras. All objects are defined in the category of Banach 

spaces, with bounded linear maps as morphisms. 

A bounded linear map a : X —> Y from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y is 

called admissible if it has a bounded right inverse. 

Definition 4.3.1. Let A be a Banach algebra and P a right A-module. P is called 

projective if for all A-modules X and Y, any admissible morphism a : X —> Y and 

any morphism p : P —>• Y, there exists a morphism (f> : P —> X such that a o (f> = p. 

Denote by X.A C X the closed linear span of the set {x.a : a G A,x G X}. Then 

X is called essential if X.A = X. 

Theorem 4.3.1. [21, IV.I] An essential right A-module X is projective if and only if 

there exists a morphism ip : X -> X®A such that rno^p = ix, where m : X®A —> X 

is the canonical module action morphism, and X®A is regarded as a right A-module, 

via the action (x ® a).b — x <S> ob. • 

Note that if <f> : B —>• A is a homomorphism of Banach algebras, then any right 

.A-module X can be endowed with a ^-action, x.b := x.(f>(b), making it a right B-

module. In this way, if 4> is surjective, and X is a projective right 23-module, then X 

is also a projective right A-module. 

The case of left modules and bi-modules are analogous. 

The following was proved in the more general setting of Hopf-von Neumann alge

bras by Aristov in [1, Theorem 2.3] 

Proposition 4.3.2. C is a projective %(G)-module if and only ifG is compact. 

Proof. Let G be compact with Haar state ip, and (p := u>\ (i) G %(G). Define 

$ : C - • C <g> 7;(G) , A ^ A ® ^ . 
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Then it is easy to see that $ is a module map and m o $ = l c . 

Conversely, if C is 7^(G)-projective, then C is L1(G)-projective, so there exists an 

L1(G)-module map $ : C -> CtgiL^G) such that m o $ = l c . Now, let $(1) = l®ip, 

for some non-zero ip E LX(G). Then, for any / E ^ ( G ) , we have: 

1 <g> (/, l)<p = (/, 1)1 <g> ip = $(1./) = $ ( 1 ) J = 1 <g> p * / . 

Hence, (/, l)y? = (f * f for all / G LX(G) Therefore, <p is a non-zero normal invariant 

functional, and so by the proof of Proposition 4.2.3 G is compact. • 

Lemma 4.3.3. For p, £ and r) E T(L2(G)), the following two relations hold: 

p*{£*v) = ??(i)p*£; 

p.(£*7?) = T](l)p»£. 

Proof. Let x E L°°(G) and x E L°°(G). Then we have: 

(p* (^•rj),xx) = (p® (£•??), r(x£)) 

= (p®£<8>77,(t<8>f)(r(a;)(x<g>l)) 

= <p <8> ^ <8> 77. (r(x)(8)l)(x®l(8)l)) 

= (77,l)(p<g)£,r(:r)(£®l)} 
= (77,l)(p*^,x£). 

The second relation follows along similar lines. 

• 
Since there are two different multiplications on T(L2(G)) arising from G and G, it 

is tempting to consider the corresponding two actions at the same time by defining 
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a bi-module structure on T(L2(G)), using these two products. But one can deduce 

from the above, that multiplication from the left and right via these products, is not 

associative, and so we cannot turn T(L2(G)) into a 7^(G) — T,(G) bimodule in this 

fashion. However, the next theorem will provide us with a way of doing so. 

Theorem 4.3.4. For p, £ and n 6 T(L2(G)), the following relation holds: 

Proof. Let x E L°°(G) and x e L°°(G). Then we have: 

((p*£)»ri,xx) = ((p*£)®ri,t(xx)) 

= {(p*€)®V,&®l)t(x)) 

= (p®£®T1,(r(g)L)[(x(S)l)t(x)}) 

- (p®Z®r},(r(x)®l)(t(x)13)) 

= (p®77<8>£,r(a013(f(x)<8>l)) 

= (p(8)r/(8)^(f ®t)[r(x)(x(8)l)]) 

= ((p • r/) ® e, T(a;x)) 

= ((P9v)*€,xx). 

n 

The last theorem has even more significance: it may be possible to encode quantum 

group duality by this relation. In fact, one might be also able to start from this relation 

on trace class operators on a Hilbert space with some extra conditions to define a 

locally compact quantum group. 
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Proposition 4.3.5. T(L2(G)) becomes a T*(G)op — T.(G) bimodule via the actions 

rj. p = p*v and p • f = p • f, 

where p e T(L2(G)), r] G 7;(G) and £ e 7;(G). 

Proof. We only need to check the associativity of the left-right action: 

(v-p)-€ = (v • p) • f = (P * V) • ^ 

= {p»€)*v = v-(pmO 

= v{p-0-

D 

It is easy to show that a topological group (or more generally, a topological space) 

which is both compact and discrete, has to be finite. This is also true in the non-

commutative setting. One can use the structure theory of discrete quantum groups 

to prove this fact (cf. [13, Theorem 6.6.1] for the proof in the Kac algebra case). Here 

we give a different proof for the general case of locally compact quantum groups. But 

we first need some preparation. 

Proposition 4.3.6. [27, Proposition 1.11.7} Let M be a von Neumann algebra. If 

M is reflexive as a Banach space, then M is finite-dimensional. 

U 

Theorem 4.3.7. [40, Theorem 3.8] Let G be a locally compact quantum group. Then 

G is compact if and only if L1(G) is an ideal in Ll(G)**, with the left Arens product. 

• 
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Theorem 4.3.8. If G is both compact and discrete, then G is finite (dimensional). 

Proof. If G is compact, then Ll(G) is an ideal in Ll(G)** with the left Arens 

product, by Theorem 4.3.7. But since G is also discrete, LX(G) is unital, and its unit 

is obviously also an identity element for the left Arens product of Ll(G)**. Being 

a unital ideal (via the canonical embedding), L1(G) must be equal to Ll(G)**. So 

Ll(G) is reflexive, hence L°°(G) is, which implies that L°°(G) is finite-dimensional, 

by Proposition 4.3.6. • 

Theorem 4.3.9. Let G be a bi-co-amenable locally compact quantum group, i.e., both 

G and G are co-amenable. Then the following are equivalent: 

1. T(L2(G)) is ?;(G)op - T.(G) bi-projectwe; 

2. C is %{G)op - T.(G) bi-projectwe; 

3. G is finite. 

Proof. We show that (1) =>• (2) =̂> (3) => (1). Since both G and G are co-amenable, 

Proposition 4.2.2 implies that %G)op and 71(G) have bounded left, respectively, right 

approximate identities. Since C is essential, (1) implies (2) by [20, 7.1.60]. 

(2) implies that both G and G are compact, by Proposition 4.3.2 which implies 

that G is both compact and discrete and therefore finite by Theorem 4.3.8. 

(3) => (1) : Obvious. D 

Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.8 show that compactness and finiteness of G can be de

duced from some cohomological properties of its convolution algebras. We now pro

ceed to complete this picture by proving a similar statement for discreteness of G. 

However, as one might expect, here we need to take the quantum (operator space) 

structure of the underlying Banach spaces into account as well. So we work in the 

category of operator spaces. We shall define our module structures in the quantized 
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Banach space category, so the modules are operator spaces, and morphisms are com

pletely bounded linear maps. But here the situation is even more subtle. There are 

some technical difficulties which appear when one wants to link the quantum group 

structure to the quantum Banach space structure. This happens mainly because the 

operator space structure is essentially defined based on the Banach space structure 

of these algebras, and do not seem to see all aspects of the quantum group structure. 

These technical issues appear also in some of the open problems in this theory, and 

seem to be a major subtle point [6]. 

To avoid such difficulties, we define every object in the category of operator spaces 

with completely contractive maps as morphisms. But as Theorem 4.3.14 shows, this 

might be actually the right setting! 

Many categorical statements which hold in the category of Banach spaces, also 

hold in this setting with an obvious slight categorical modification. In particular, 

Theorem 4.34, which we will need in the sequel, also holds in this setting. 

Definition 4.3.2. Let N be a von Neumann algebra and Ni C N a sub von Neumann 

algebra. A map E : N —> Ni is called a conditional expectation if it is a surjective 

norm-one projection. 

Theorem 4.3.10. [27, Theorem 4-1-5] If E : N —> Ni is a conditional expectation, 

then it is completely bounded (in fact, completely positive), and we have 

E(axb) = aE(x)b 

for all a,b £ Ni and x E N. 

n 
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Theorem 4.3.11. LetG be a locally compact quantum group. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

1. there exists a normal conditional expectation E : B(L2(G)) —> L°°(G) which 

satisfies ToE = (E®E)T; 

2. there exists a normal conditional expectation E : B(L2(G)) —>• L°°(G) which 

satisfies T o E = (E 0 L)T; 

3. there exists a normal conditional expectation E : B(L2(G)) —» L°°(G) which 

satisfies E(L°°(G)) C CI ; 

4- G is discrete. 

Proof. (1) o- (2) : This follows from the fact that T(B(L2(G))) C £(L2(G))®L°°(G), 

and E = ion L°°(G). 

(1) =» (3) : Let x e L°°(G). We have: 

r(£(£)) = (£<g>£)r(£) 

= (£®£)(x<g>l) = £ ( £ ) ® l , 

which implies that E(x) € CI, by Corollary 4.1.4. 

(3) =* (4) : (3) with Theorem 4.3.10 imply E e CB^T^(&{L2{G))), and hence it 

follows by Theorem 3.1.3 that there exists m G Mc6(L1(G)) such that E = Gr(rh). 

Now, define a complex-valued map / on L°°(G) such that E(x) = f(x)l for all 

x 6 L°°(G). Since E is a unital linear normal positive map, / is a normal state on 

L°°(G), and for every CJ G L^G) and x e L°°(G) we have: 

{m(u),x) = (w,0 r(m)(x)) = (&,£(£)) 

= (u;J(x)l) = (cu,l)f(x). 
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Hence rh(uj) — (u, l)f. Let LU0 be a normal state on L°°(G). Then we have 

u> * f = LJ * rh(u)o) = m(cu * CJ0) = (£> * a>0, 1) / = (to, l)f. 

Hence, / is a normal left invariant state on L°°(G), and therefore G is compact by 

Proposition 4.2.3, which implies 4. 

(4) =>- (2) : Let e be the identity of L1(G), and e £ 7^(G) a norm-preserving extension 

of e. Define: 
E: B(L2{G)) -> L°°(G) 

x —)• (e®t)r(a;). 

Then .E is normal, unital and completely contractive, since both (e<g>t) and T are, 

which also implies \\E\\ = 1. For all x 6 L°°(G) and / 6 L1(G) we have: 

</,E(x)} = </, (e®t)r(x)) = <(e®/),x> = </,*), 

which implies that i?2 = E, and i? is surjective. Hence, E is a conditional expectation. 

Now, for all x <E B(L2(G)), we have: 

T(E(x)) = r((e®t)r(a;)) 

= (e®6(g)0((t®r)or(x)) 

= (e®i<8>t)((r<8>0°r(a;)) 

= ( ( ( e%)r )®t )o r ( i ) 

= (E®i)oT(x). 

Hence, r o E = (£<g>t) o r , and (2) follows. 

D 
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For the following recall that n : %(G) -» Ll(G) is the canonical quotient map. 

Corollary 4.3.12. For a locally compact quantum group G the following are equiva

lent: 

1. there exists an isometric algebra homomorphism <& : Ll(G) —> T*(G) such that 

7T o $ = £ . L i ( G ) ; 

2. G is discrete. 

Proof. If G is discrete, then <& may be taken to be the pre-adjoint of the map E 

constructed in the proof of the implication (4) =>• (2) in Theorem 4.3.11. 

For the converse, note that <&* : B(L2(G)) —¥ L°°(G) is a normal surjective norm-

one projection, i.e., a normal conditional expectation. For all x G B(L2(G)) and 

p, n G T*{G), then we have: 

(p(8»77,r($*(x))) = {p*ri,§*(x)) 

= ($(p)*$(r)),x) 

= ($(p)<8)$(77),r(a;)) 

= (p®ry, ( $ * ® $ > r ( i ) ) , 

which implies T o <J>* = ($* ® $*) o T, and hence the theorem follows from Theorem 

4.3.11. • 

As we promised earlier in this section, in the following we prove that discreteness 

of a locally compact quantum group G, can also be characterized in terms of projec-

tivity of its convolution algebras. We recall that here the morphisms are completely 

contractive maps. 
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We start with a preliminary lemma. 

Lemma 4.3.13. If $ : L1(G) —> 7^(G) is a right inverse to the canonical quotient 

map n : %(G) -» L1(G), i.e., n o <3> = tz,i(G)> then for all rj, p G T*(G) we have: 

r\ * $(7r(/o)) = i] * p. 

Proof. Recall that T(x) G B{H)®L°°(G) for all x G S ( # ) . Therefore, we clearly 

obtain that 77 * p = 77 * vr(p). Hence, we have 

77 * $(7r(p)) = 77 * 7r($(7r(p))) = 77 * 7r(p) = 77 * p. 

D 

Theorem 4.3.14. For a locally compact quantum group G, the following are equiv

alent: 

1. L1(G) is projective %{G)-module; 

2. G is discrete. 

Proof. (1) =$• (2) : assume that L1(G) is a projective 7^(G)-module. So there exists 

a 7^(G)-module map \I/ : L :(G) —>• L1(G)®7^(G) such that m o \f = LLI(G). Define 

$ : LX(G) ->• %(G) to be $ := T* o ̂ f. We shall prove that $ satisfies the conditions 

of Corollary 4.3.12. First note that since ^ and T* are both contractions, so is $. 

Now, for all / G LX(G) and a; G L°°(G), we get 

(*(f),x) = <I\ o * ( / ) , X) = <*(/), r(a:)> = (/, z>. 

Hence, $ ( / ) extends / , and since <& is contractive, it is an isometry. 
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Now, for all u,u/ E LX(G) and x e B(L2(G)), we have: 

= < ^ * u / ) , l » ) 

= (W(w*(7ro$(u/))),r(a:)) 

= (*(W.$(a/)),r(x)> 

= (*(W).$(a/),r(x)> 

= (v{u)®$(u'),{L®r)or(x)) 

= (*(w)®$(w'),(r®i)or(s)) 

= ((r*®t)(^(w)®$(a;')),r(x)) 

- ((r,o*(w))®$(w'),r(x)) 

= ($(u)*${u'),x). 

Thus, $ satisfies the condition of Corollary 4.3.12, whence G is discrete. 

(2) =$> (1) : let e G Ll(G) be the identity element, and $ : LX(G) ->• 7i(G), as in 

Corollary 4.3.12. Define the map ^ : L^G) - • L1(G)§7;(G) by 

* ( / ) = e<8>$(/) ( / G l ' t G ) ) . 

Since 7ro$ = i^i^), we have mo\& = i£i(G), where m : L1(G)®T*(G) —>• L :(G) is the 

canonical map associated with the module action. 
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Moreover, using lemma 4.3.13, we have 

V(f.p) = e<g>$(/.p) = e ® $ ( / * vr(p)) 

= e<8>$(/) * $(TT(P)) 

= e<g><&(/) * p 

= W)-P 

for all / G L1(G) and p G 7^(G). Therefore W is a morphism, and so L1(G) is 

projective. • 

We can also define a right L1(G)-module structure on T(L2(G)), as follows: 

pof:=(p®f)oT (p G T(L2(G))J E L\G)). 

Theorem 4.3.15. For a locally compact quantum group G, the following are equiv

alent: 

1. there exists an isometric L1(G)-module map $ : L1(G) —> T(L2(G)) such that 

ix o $ = ij,i(G), where TV : T(L2(G)) -» L](G) is the canonical quotient map; 

2. G is discrete. 

Proof. If G is discrete, then the predual of the map E constructed in the proof 

of the implication (4) =>• (2) in Theorem 4.3.11, is easily seen to satisfy the desired 

conditions. 

Conversely, if such a map $ exists, then it is straightforward to see that E := $* : 

B(L2(G)) —>• L°°(G) enjoys the properties in part (2) of Theorem 4.3.11, and so G is 

discrete. 

• 
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In the following, we shall consider another important cohomology-type property 

for convolution algebras, namely amenability. 

Our next theorem is a generalization of a result due to Hulanicki who considered 

the case G = L°°(G) [36, Theorem 2.4.], to the setting of general locally compact 

quantum groups. 

Theorem 4.3.16. Let G be a co-amenable locally compact quantum group. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

1. The left regular representation X : L1(G) —>• L°°(G) is isometric on L1(G)+; 

2. G is co-amenable. 

Proof. (1) => (2) : We first show that for / G L1(G)+ we have ||1 + A(/)|| = 1 + ||/||. 

Let (ea) 6 L1(G) be a bounded approximate identity, and g € L1(G) with ||ea[| = 

||p|| -— 1 for all a. Then we have 

H/ll+ 1 = /(1) + 1 - f(l)g(l) + ea(l)g(l) = (f*g + ea*g,l) 

= \\f*g + ea*g\\ —> | | / * g + g\\ = \\X(f *g) + X(g)\\ 

= ||(A(/) + l)X(g)\\ < \\X(f) + l\\\\X(g)\\ = ||A(/) + 1|| 

< l|A(/)||+ 1 = | |/ | | + 1, 

which implies our claim. Since G is co-amenable, there exists e G M(G)+ such that 

X(e) = 1, by Theorem 2.5.6. Let 

F0 = {EU {e} : E C Ll{G)^ and E is finite}, 
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and fix E G F0. Then we have 

II E/lli = <£/,!> = î i-

S° || S/GE^(/)||
 = l̂ l> an(^ therefore there exists a sequence (£n) of unit vectors in 

L2(G) such that 

l im | |^ ;A( / )C n | | 2 = ^ | . 

Now fix /o G £, and let E' = E\{e, f0}. Then we have 

lim || (A(/0)f„ + e«) + V A(/)£n||2 = \E\. 

But since 

| | ^ M / ) e n | | 2 < | ^ | - 2 VneN, 

/G-B' 

we obtain limn \\\{fo)£r, + £n||2 = 2, which implies limn ||A(/0)£n - f„||2 = 0. 

Since fo E E and E E Fo were arbitrary, there exists a net (£j) of unit vectors in 

L2(G) such that 

l | A ( / ) 6 - 6 l l 2 - > o v / a 1 ^ , 

and since L°°(G) is standard on L2(G) we have: 

||W(»7<g>6)-f7®&ll2-»0 

for all unit vectors ?7 G L2(G). Hence, G is co-amenable, by Theorem 2.5.6. 

(2) •=> (1) : Since G is co-amenable and xW) 1S a n isometry, Theorem 2.5.6 ensures 
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the existence of a net (£t) of unit vectors in L2(G) such that 

lim||W(r7<g>f,)-7?®&||2 = 0 V?] E L2(G). 

Now, let / e L^Gy. Since L°°(G) is in standard form in B(L2(G)), we have / = uc, 

for some £ e L2(G) with | |/ | | i = HClh- Assuming ||A(/)|| < 1, we obtain: 

1 > ]im\(X(f)^^)\^lim\((f®i)W^^)\ 

= l im|(W(C®e,) ,C®OI=lim| |C®^| | l 

= ncili = il/li?-

So ||A(/)|| < 1 implies | |/ | | i < 1, therefore the conclusion follows. • 

Remark 4.3.17. Note that the assumption of co-amenability of G is not necessary 

for the implication (2) =>• (1). 

Also, this condition is not necessary ifG is a Kac algebra, as an easy modification of 

our argument shows. In the Kac algebra case the result was obtained by Kraus and 

Ruan in [24, Theorem 7.6], through a different proof. 

4.4 Radon-Nikodym Property for Convolution Al

gebras 

In this section we study the Radon-Nikodym property (in short: RNP) for the con

volution algebra L1 (G) of a locally compact quantum group G. 

Definition 4.4.1. A Banach space X has the Radon-Nikodym property if for each 

finite measure space (f2, S, ji) and each bounded linear operator T : Ll(Q, S, n) —> X, 
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there is a bounded fi-measurable function <j) : Q —> X such that 

Tf= f ffidii UZ{L\SI,S,IL)). 

Proposition 4.4.1. 

1 [10, Theorem 4.2] The RNP is inherited by closed subspaces and stable under 

isomorphism. 

2. [10, Page 268] If H is a Hilbert space then T(H) has the RNP. 

3. [11, III.l] Let G be a locally compact group. Then L1(G) has the RNP if and 

only if G is discrete. 

n 

Theorem 4.4.2. Let G be a locally compact quantum group. If there exists f E L1(G) 

such that the map 

LUG) 3ou^ f*uj£Ll(G) 

is mjective, then L1(G) has the RNP. 

Proof Let / G T(L2(G)) be a weak*-extension of / . Then the map 

i: L\G) BUJ^ f*uje%{G) 

is injective. To see this, let / * to = 0. Then 

0 = 7r(/ * UJ) = 7r(/) * to = / * UJ. 

Whence, u = 0 by our assumption. This implies that L1(G) is isomorphic to a 
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subspace of T(Z/2(G)), hence the claim follows from parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 

4.4.1. • 

In [53] Wendel proved that, given a locally compact group G, if for some /i G M{G) 

the map L1(G) 3 u i-» u> * yu G ^(G) is isometric, then /i is a point-mass. Obviously, 

Wendel's result does not hold if we replace "isometric" by "injective" (M(G) is a 

unital Banach algebra, and so the set of invertible measures is open). However, as an 

immediate corollary of Wendel's result, we have the following. 

Proposition 4.4.3. Let G be a locally compact group. If there exists n G Ll{G) such 

that the map L1 (G) 3U)\-^-UJ*HEL1 (G) IS isometric, then G is discrete. 

This result in turn can be generalized by using Theorem 4.4.2, as follows. 

Proposition 4.4.4. Let G be a locally compact group. Then the following are equiv

alent 

1. there exists f G Ll(G) such that the following map is injective: 

Ll(G)3u^uj*f eL^G); 

2. G is discrete. 

Proof. (2) => (1) : this is trivial since Ll{G) is unital in this case. 

(1) => (2) : the claim follows Theorem 4.4.2 combined with part 3 of Proposition 

4.4.1. • 

Part (3) of Proposition 4.4.1, at first glance, suggests that one might have a dual 

version of this statement, saying that the Fourier algebra A(G) has the RNP if and 

only if G is compact. But in fact, this is not the case. A counter-example is given by 

the Fell group (see [46, Remark 4.6]) which is non-compact, but its Fourier algebra 

has the RNP. 
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Analogously to our discussion of amenability, one may need to take the operator 

space structures of the L1-algebras into account as well. Indeed, there is an operator 

space version of the RNP, due to Pisier (see [35]), which may be useful in this context. 

We shall close the section by pointing out another way of looking at this problem. 

We start with a general result. 

Theorem 4.4.5. Let M C B(H) be a von Neumann algebra. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

1. M is atomic; 

2. M* has the RNP; 

3. there is a normal conditional expectation from B(H) onto M. 

Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by [46, Theorem 3.5]. 

Now assume (1), i.e., M is an Zoo-direct sum of B(HiYs for some Hilbert spaces 

Hi. So M = N** where N = 8oo^ (#0 is an ideal in M. Then, we have (3) by [49, 

Theorem 5]. 

Finally, if (3) holds, then the pre-adjoint map of the conditional expectation de

fines an isometric embedding of M* into T{H). In view of parts (1) and (2) of 

Proposition 4.4.1, we obtain (2). • 

Corollary 4.4.6. Let G be locally compact quantum group. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

1. there exists a normal conditional expectation E from B(L2(<&)) to L°°(G); 

2. L\Q) has RNP. • 
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In Theorem 4.3.11 we gave a characterization of discreteness of G in terms of 

existence of a normal and covariant conditional expectation. By comparing this re

sult with Corollary 4.4.6 above, we see that the covariance accounts precisely for 

the difference between the RNP and discreteness, for L1-algebras of locally compact 

quantum groups. 
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